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ONinUSHA KICKS BUTT 
Find out why Capcom's 

new horror game is 
Y our GAME OF THE 

MONTH! 

FIRST LOOK: 
Game screens, story info, 
the new characters, 
amazing features 
and MORE! 
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Neversoft 

has built; 

the 

ultimate 

skate game 

with this 

sequel.” 

— EGM, 
NOVEMBER 

“Buy immediately.” 

— GAMEPRO, OCTOBER 

“...absolutely the 

best PlayStation 

game I’ve ever 

played.” 

— OPM, NOVEMBER 
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CREATE YOUR OWN 

FEATURING SKATE BOARDING’S TOP PROS 
BURNQUIST / CABALLERO / CAMPBELL / GLIFBERG / HAUUK / BOSTON 
LASER / MULLEN / MOSKA / REYNOLDS / ROWLEY / STEAMER / J.THOMAS 
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THESE TWO 
LADIES PUT THE ASS 

IN ASSASSIN. 

"...great plot points, plenty of action, incredible 

graphics and both of the female characters 

taking off their clothes for no good reason... 

it's everything we were hoping it would be." 

- DailyRadar.com 
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Welcome to the world's 
best PlayStation magazine 

.RIGHT, 

FFX + P52 = [-'"t elax, close your eyes, and try to 
* J imagine the most amazing videogame 
kJ you can think of. Be careful not to 

squint too hard. Now, what do you see? IT DOESN’T 
MATTER WHAT YOU SEE!!! Final Fantasy X already 
kicks its ass! When we first saw the screens of the 
game in action, our jaws hit the floor. Not only 
because of the amazing graphics, but because of 
the dramatic changes that this game is making to 

the traditional Final Fantasy formula. Not that the 
last three games weren’t brilliant, but for the series’ 
next chapter of PlayStation 2 titles, a fresh 
approach is exactly what was needed. 

For the full rundown on what’s new in FFX, turn 
on over to page 16. After you’ve gotten your RPG 
fix, be sure to check out all of the other great 
games packed into this month's issue. This is tradi¬ 
tionally a very slow time of the year for games, but 
with the PlayStation 2 heating up, the early months 
of 2001 are hotter than ever! ► CHRIS SLATE 

I , STEPHEN FROST 
Ik fffiflg SENI0R EDIT0R (Reviews/Previews) 
|jy Fighting, RPGs, Time Travel 

Calling new 976-lines 

J MIlUr \ Being trapped in a hottub with all 
thc Dead or Ali“e 8'rls, knowing 

S W* that! was the last .nan on Earth. 

trf . RANDY NELSON news editor 
^Hi Shooters, Racing, Platform 

Blocking 976 access 

* ^ 1 finally collect all the mystic gems 
*# when 1 realize they're actually giant 

pieces of rock candy. Screw the 
villagers dem is mine! 

rzzmm ~ bill donohue 
^ MANAGING EDITOR 

W f j maM Cold Beer, Flight Sims 
P Sp Playing Music 

Z' 1 defeat the entire air force of an 
g. evil dictator and then 1 land on my 

carrier, staffed with an all-girl crew. 

TOMMY LAYTON 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

A T Shooters, RPCs, Action/Adv 
” ' tip Cow tippin’, spelunking 

jgMjg on my way to work, I’d be fighting 
through hordes of punk rockers like 
in the trolling Streets of Rage. 

TOKOYA strategy editor 

K. - - Fighting, Action/Adv, RPGs 

W yy I’ve always dreamed of plunging in 
fee the ocean to frolic with my favorite 

W’ dolphin, Ecco. We would dance to 
that beautiful New Age music. 

Cm GARY LIEW GRAPHIC DESIGNER 

’, H Looking at rain, dry towels 
-i m ,TS[ HGTV, hanging out with 
r * 41 imnchef- 

^ ^ 1 am thinking of a game 1 used to 
play, but now 1 am having trouble 

Every month we work with today's hottest comic book artists to create the custom PSM cover. This issue we got the 
chance to work with one of our favorites again, Joe Madureira. Joe is a BIG-TIME RPG fan, and despite his busy 
schedule working on his top-selling comic Battle Chasers, he couldn't pass up doing an FF cover. Thanks, Joe! 







MDK2 ARMAGEDDON, a high-energy mix of intense action, stealth, hrain teasing challenges, hi-tech gadgets and offbeat 

humor no gamer should miss. This next-generation sequel packs more twists and turns than a corkscrew roller coaster. 

www.interplay.com/mdk2a 

PlayStation 2 
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SECTIONS 
MONITOR ► 16 
IG ► TOP STORY 

STRATEGIES ► 81 ™ Capcom's highly-antici¬ 
pated action/horror title 

, has finally arrived, and 
it’s our Game of the 
Month! Check out the 
review to find out just 
how badical this game is! 

Tired of losing? Then step right 
parlor and discover cheats and sei 
Kengo, Sky Odyssey, The Bouncer, 0 
and lots, lots more! 

25 ► CHECKPOINT 

19 ► NIHON CAME OTAKU 
20 ► PERIPHERALS 
IS ► RUMORS 

96 ► LINK-UP 

102 ►FAN ART 
REVIEWS ► 31 lull ► Kengo 

'v's* What a nice surprise! 
This game could very 
well end up the sleeper 
hit of the season, with a 
fresh fighting system and 
deep gameplay. Check 

■hm out the review on pg. 43! 

sneak-peek at wha 

the outrageously f PREVIEWS ► 47 

CAME INDEX 
► Gran Turismo 3 

We had incredibly high 
expectations for GT3, 
and it's already blown 
past all of them. We can 
believe just how good 
these new screens look, 
and you won’t either. 

► Knockout Kings 2001 

► Looney Toons Racing 

ATV Offroad Fury 

► Ace Combat 4 
NCAA Final Four 200 

Here's another new PS2 
game that looks flat-out 
REAL. Namco is quickly 
turning into a PlayStation 
2 powerhouse, and we're 
all the better for it. See 
the future on pg. 67. 

□ark Cloud 

► Devil May Cry 
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Final Fantasy X 
REVEALED! 
Square's epic RPC 
series goes full 3D on 
PS2 — and it looks 
AWESOME! 

nless you’ve been living in a 
cave for the past year (and 
hey, nothing against those of 

you who have), you'll already know that 
Square has been working diligently on its 
tenth Final Fantasy game — its first for 
PlayStation 2 — for quite some time. 
Now the company has officially unveiled 
the game, and even die-hard fans are in 
for a shock... a good one, that is. 

The game’s plot centers around 
Tidus, a young player in an underwater 
spot known as Blitzball, and Yuna, the 
daughter of a famous summoner. Both 
characters are drawn together to combat 
a powerful force (or character — it’s still 
pretty vague) called “Sin”, which is trying 
to take over their oceanic world; a world 
that's been largely influenced (right 
down to its music) by the Japanese island 
of Okinawa. Evidently, the planet wasn’t 
always so wet; the story is set 1,000 
years after a great terror arose from the 

deep and submerged most of the land. 
It’s just a guess, but perhaps some of the 
game will even take place underwater? 

Technologically, this will be Square’s 
first Final Fantasy to feature fully 
polygonal, real-time environments (what 
Square is calling its "Active Field System") 
with a moving camera that not only 
follows the character, but can also be 
rotated at any time for a better view of 
the action — even while in towns. FFX 
also represents the first game in the 
series to boast full voice acting, with 
special attention being paid to facial 
emotion and lip-syncing. However, while 
all of the scenes we’ve seen so far are 
fully in real time and feature voice-overs, 
it’s still unclear how much of the game’s 
cutscenes will be pre-rendered FMV, and 
how much of the game’s dialog will be 
spoken. We do know that the game will 
feature some FMV scenes (with Dolby 
Digital 5.1 sound to boot) and Square has 
confirmed with us that more than just the 
cinemas will feature voice acting, but the 
full extent remains to be revealed. 

Other details known at this point 
include the fact that the player’s party 
will be comprised of up to three charac- 

MARCH 2001 ► WWW.PSMONLINE.COM 



=r. given time, and there will be at 
tae atayable characters — named 

EC. and Ryugo — in addition to 
■ -eroes. As with every Final 
ane so far, the number of party 

n s expected to grow consider- 
re time the game is released. 

i -jntosy X was slated for a March 
r japan, but has been delayed to 

Lars 6 committed to getting it onto 
eves by the end of 2001, although 
t; set in stone. Given its imminent 

zvecseas, you can expect much 
r re game in these pages soon, 
anc details on the U.S. release 
set rolling in around E3 time in 
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environment 
news for Tekken 

! Namco camp this anyone's guess at this pi 
Keep your fingers crossed 

probably turn out to be great 
news for one of the fighting 
genre's all-time greatest series. 

First, the bad news. We’ve 

representatives that a 2001 
release for Tekken 4 (which is 
evidently well into development) 

games. 
?n good 

RUMORS 
by BluelED 

A lot of good dirt has coir 
my way this month, so lefr 
get cracking, shall we? 

ItEGA PS2 
There’s a story running around s»*- I 
gesting that Sony will in fact release, i 

plot-twisting adventure. 

5. ATV Offroad 
Fury 
Off-road racing done right, 

WHAT YOU 
5H0ULD BE 
PLAYING 

Big Changes For Tekken 4 ? 
Game unlikely to see 2001 release as result 

018 °o°o 
SELECT o°° 

MONITOR 

Resident Evil 4 Update 
Will it appear on multiple systems? 

Onimusha 2 Underway 
First look at samurai action sequel 
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MONITOR 

EA Racer Rumbles On PS2 
nJSCAR Rumble sequel ditches the license, but ups the arcade action 

PS2 Online Play Arrives Early 
;~velopers to support new USB modem technology 

El aeaaese PS2 owners 
■ be browsing the 

aymg online games 
sms by this summer; 
rOAare and software 
ream Systems and 
i aggest game pub- 

E much touted 
netwcri: still in the 
stages. Sony has 
t Conexant's dial-up 
■ technology and 
rs n*e been green- 
Sony for use by 

licensed third-party developers. 
Companies already known to be 
developing online-ready games 
using these tools include Konami, 
Square, Namco, Capcom, ASCII, 
Hudson Soft, Enix, Koei, and Taito. 
KOEI subsidiary Egsoft is already 
planning to release a web browser 
(developed by PlanetWeb) using 
Conexant's drivers in Japan this 
spring. No specific game titles 
have been announced at present, 
but it is believed that Final 
Fantasy XI is among them. 

PS2-compatible USB-based 
modems are in the development 
stages at AIWA, TDK, and other 
major electronics companies. 
Pricing and release dates are still 
unconfirmed, but more than one 
is expected to be on sale 
alongside Ergo Soft's browser 
when it hits Japan this spring. 

As of press time, no US. 

game or hardware markers had 
announced plans to support the 
technology, but we'd expect to 
hear official commitments being 
made within the next month or 
two. As always, we'll have first 
details (and hopefully some new 
info on Sony's proposed 
broadband network) just as soon 
as they’re available. 

SAY WHAT? 
Videogame characters say the darndest things. 
Here are a few quotes that caught our attention: 

“Lei me fell you about life!” 
—The granite facade of Onimusha’s hero, Samanosuke, 
finally crumbles 

“I can survive anything - even nukes.” 
—Ralf from King of Fighters, by way of Ikari Warriors 

“Happen!” 
—A word balloon in Dark Cloud, that you get after fitting 
together all the pieces of a house 

HITS & 
MISSES 
What’s hot and what’s 
not in the gaming world 

V.DAILYRADAR.C INDEPENDENT PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE 



Music Generator 
Returns 
PS2 gets tricked out version of 
Codemasters song maker 

Disten up, dance music fans. UK-based Codemasters has 
officially announced plans to release a follow-up to its 

unique music creation program, MTV Music Generator, for PlayStation 2 
by the end of the year The creatively-dubbed MTV Music Generator 2.0 
promises to make full use of the PS2’s powerful audio processing 
hardware, with Codemasters boasting that the title will feature twice the 
music creation power of its predecessor. 

The program, which will see release in April, will also include options 
to create visual accompaniment to the music you create along with 
samples from well-known recording artists. Well have a full review soon, 
so keep you eyes (or is that ears?) peeled. 

Rain Han: Hoffman also Rayman: His other games 
starred in the stinker film Hero rocked, and he's a real hero 

Advantage: Rayman 

Rain Han: Performs complex Rayman: Needs on-screen 
calculations in his head counter to keep track of turns 

Advantage: Rain Man 

Advantage: Rayman 

Rain flan: Likes to talk about 
underwear 
Advantage: Rain Man 

■ iiim'TJ.w.iim 

Rain Man: Played by Academy Rayman Played by some 
Award winning Dustin Hoffman unknown voice actor 

Advantage: Rain Man 
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SELECT MONITOR 

Peripherals This month: two of the first devices for connect¬ 
ing your PS2 to a PC monitor, plus something for 
gamers who don’t want to use a monitor at all. 

EYE-TREK FMD-200 
Company: Olympus Price: S549.99 

Buch like Sony’s own Japanese product, the 
Glasstron, the Eye-Trek FMD-200 is an 

extremely lightweight, visor-like device that's worn 
like a pair of glasses. The intention is to create the 
illusion of looking at a big-screen TV (about 60”) 
from a distance of six feet. In reality, it looks like 
you're looking at a big screen at the tip of your 
nose, but having the surrounding world blocked 
out really does help amplify the effect. The glasses 
also have built-in earbud headphones and offer 
complete control over tint, hue, brightness, 
contrast, and other picture settings. 

Unlike past attempts at similar products, the 

pixel count is quite high, resulting in a very 
watchable picture that's really not that blocky 
looking. It's still not the same as a good direct-view 
television, but it's definitely good enough for 
games. DVD viewing, on the other hand, seems to 
lose a lot more. 

If you play your PSone or watch DVDs while 
riding in a car, the FMD-200 makes a great 
(although quite pricey) alternative to the small 
LCD screens offered by third-party companies. If 
you’re only going to play games at home — be it 
on a PSone or PS2 — we'd suggest putting the 
$500 toward a good direct-view TV instead, as it'll 
offer much better picture quality across the board. 

► Randy Nelson 

PS2 VGA BOX 
Company: Redant Price: $39.00 

□ edant's PS2 VGA Box is essentially an adapter 
(more specifically, a line doubler) that converts 

signals so they can display on a VGA monitor. It draws 
power through one of the memory card slots, and its AV 
Multi-Out (which also supports RGB cable), VGA Monitor 
Out, VGA In, PC Sound Card In and speaker jack let you 
hotwire your set-up so you can watch and hear console 
content on your VGA-enabled TV and PC monitor simul¬ 
taneously (without a switch connector). 

There are high resolution and normal modes 
(designed for PS2 and PSone, respectively), but high 
resolution seemed to work better for both. Once you've 
connected the VGA Box properly, it certainly does its job 
— although the quality’s still not on par with a true VGA 
output, a la the Dreamcast VGA box. 

Here? WwckoY ’ You'H pfttoabfy have to 
order Redant's PS2 VGA Box through its distributor, .1 
Hong Kong export company Lik Sang International 
(www.liksang.com), which tacks on an extra $14 
for shipping and handling, for a grand total of 
$53. It's still cheaper than the Cheese Video Box 
and with more features to boot. 

converts the signal to VGA, you won’t really receive 
true VGA output quality; you merely get a S-Video 
quality picture. This means that you won't receive 
the pixel for pixel perfect picture that you would 
expect In fact, the games we played on it actually 
looked slightly blurry. 

Unless you’re adamant about connecting all of 
your electronics (practically anything with S-Video 
or composite connections) to a VGA monitor 
this peripheral is hardly worth it — especially for 
the rather steep price. Any good TV with an 
S-Video jack should suffice, and, in some cases, 
look much better 

► Tokoya 

CHEESE VIDEO BOX 
Company: Digimedia Price: S119.00 

3T1 Ithough a company has finally brought 
us an adapter that allows people to 

connect their PS2 and other video 
products to a VGA monitor, I have 

say that I'm disappointed with 
the quality. 

In the case of PS2, 
you simply attach your 

S-Video or composite 
cable to the Cheese Video 

Box, which has outputs for a 
VGA connection. Unfortunately, 

since the Cheese Video Box only 
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Torment friends with our revolutionary 
new savable instant replay feature. 

Get skillz playing in mini-games 
Like Hoopz Practice and 2balL. 

We motion captured Shaq-Diesel's MVP 
moves for your rim-rattling pleasure. 

The only dedicated 3-on-3 
EXTREME-STVLE BASKETBALL GAME 
this season. 

RESULTS DON’T SHOW UP ON A SCOREBOARD. —,, 

TRV THE RICHTER SCRLE.fiil 

Use the new Hoopz button to make sure 
the rock will end up in your hands. 

PlayStation@2 

Dreamcast Co&R Cft>M!DWAY 
r www.midwav.com 
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\ PICK A WORLD 
AQUARBiOFT WE’LL TAKE YOU THERE 



MONITOR 

This Month's 
New Releases 

I This is your one-stop spot to get a handle on the best stuff headed our 
I way. Please keep in mind that release dates are always subject to change. 

Three Honth Outlook 
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8. Ace Combat 4 
Yowza! If this game plays anywhere 
as good as it looks, flight action fans 

are in for one heck of a treat later 
this year. We're expecting a playable 

version in the next few weeks, so 
we’ll hopefully get a clearer picture 

of its promise soon. 

WWW.OAILYRAOARCOM ► *A3 MARCH 2001 _► 100% INDEPENDENT PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE 

Hot In Natch 

MONITOR 

EaSSl’S MOST WANTED 

10. Resident Evil Code: 
Veronica 

We thought the Dreamcast version of 
Code Veronica was great, and this one 
promises to be even better. Capcom’s 
planning a lot of extras to make this 

one a "director's cut” that fans of the 
series probably won’t want to miss! 

I. Final Fantasy X 
That Square's latest FF game is on 
PS2 is exciting enough, but what 
really has us pumped up are the 
advances that are being made in the 
series this time around. 

a-•. gear per se, but definitely one of the 
sr T-eces of electronics we’ve ever seen, the SDR- 
■I designed as a companion to Sony's Aibo 
mt mat’s recently seen a v2.0 revision. 

l little guy is so fascinating because it 
■cs upright without toppling over and can even 
one foot Not only that, but its Al is slated to be 
= nighly-realistic level as Aibo's, to the point that 
able to take the cute plastic pooch for walks, 

e having the little guy grabbing drinks from 
r popping in memory cards while you're 

Cool Stuff 
tt—-: - look at some of the 
fw new gear that 
•wTwet talking about 

027 
SELECT 
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REAL COMBAT. PLASTIC MEN? 
Attack on all fronts in this final epic battle 

Army Men®: World War universe on the 

PlayStation® game console. Take full command 

of your troops as you drive and fire from tanks, 

submarines, motorcycles and assault rafts in 

the most realistic and intense combat ever fought 

between plastic soldiers. 

With split screen multi-player action, and a 

two-player editor, you can recruit others to join 

the fight. So buckle up soldier, and get ready to 

do battle-because never before has a plastic war 

been waged in these proportions. 

3DO 





REVIEWS 
The world's most accurate, in-depth game anal; 

Contents 
v. Of Cookie & Cream, Aqua Aqua, Donald Duck j 

ATV Offroad Fury 

The Bouncer 

- 2000, Knockouf Kings 2001, WDL 

■O Kengo: Master Of Bushido j 

IBA Live 2001, NCAA Final Four 2001, Theme Park] 

32 ► OHnusha: Warlords ] 

QNIMU5HA: 
.VARLQRD5 
: = -corn’s first1 horror 

2 for the P52 lives up 
: :■ i our expectations 

and more! pg. 32 

: to check out these top games! 

□UR SCORING SYSTEM 

9 ► OUTSTANDING 
□ne of the belter games this 

8 ►VERY GOOD 

We take our reviews very seriously. 
We spend hours upon hours play¬ 
testing each title to give you the 
best information to help you buy. 

Games that score an 8,9 or 10 
earn a Bronze, Silver or Gold PSM 
Must-Buy award. We don't hand 
them out easily, so if you see one on 
a review, a game box or advertis- 

► 100% INDEPENDENT PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE | II 



REVIEWS 

A wonderful start to a new Capcom franchise nhe history of Onimusha: Warlords has 
been a long and complex one. Originally 
designed for the Nintendo 64, the game 

was then moved to the PlayStation. However, even 
that platform wouldn't be its final home. It would take 
a far more powerful console to realize the cinematic 
vision of the director, Mega Man creator Keiji Inafune. 
And that console would be the PlayStation 2. 

As you’ve probably read in my past previews, 
Onimusha plays a bit like the Resident Evil games, but 
there’s definitely more of a focus on action rather 

i ► Onimusha IP52I 

than suspense. Samanosuke controls exactly like a 
Claire Redfield or Leon Kennedy would, except for a 
few minor differences. He can block most attacks and 
can strafe around opponents rather quickly and 
easily. These two features alone make the combat in 
Onimusha that much more enjoyable. Other than 
that, though, our samurai moves and responds just 
like any RE hero would. 

Speaking of combat, there’s actually a reason to 
defeat opponents in this game. After you kill one, its 

spiritual energy is released into the air and can be 
absorbed into your mystic glove. This, in turn, can be 
used to increase the power of your weapon: 
unlock magically sealed doors. So, in effect, yoi 
to fight in order to progress in the game. Thi 
great way to handle combat because it give 
gamer a legitimate reason to improve their 
The better you are at fighting, the more q 
you can reach new areas and the strongei 
can make your weapons. 
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tw Tar<z’-'_ncls in this game are basically 2D, 
Baasrl at* to have a moving camera system 

tor's not a problem, but there are 
you wish you could rotate rhe camera 

w » .owng angle This is especially true 
•:■■■ ccconents Rlindspof-are one 

■toaens r the Resident Evil series as well, so 
■ ?.e orobably gotten used to it by now. 

Hpo v -crest it’s not that big of a deal I just 
mention it. 

■■tow praee the high production values of this 
m at sr"ers to know that they shouldn't go 

BfeNsc eoecting a whole slew of next-gener - 
■amt —■ n i There simply aren’t that many. 
B* tm r> =.e-d it safe, and stuck with the 
■M ir.”val horror-style gameplay that's 
■■■ ■goNcty unchanged since the release of 
•Is fecer Evi Fortunately, that doesn’t hurt 

mm 
Onimusha too much. That's orobably because the 
quality of the graphics and sound are just so impres¬ 
sive. Most people will be so amazed that they'll want 
to keep playing just to see what happens next. 

Not only that, but the game is such a blast to play. 
It's got the right balance of action and puzzles and 

plenty of beautifully rendered story segments. In fact, 
I haven’t enjoyed a Capcom game this much in a long, 
long time. This is definitely one adventure that all PS2 
owners should take. I just hope that the sequel brings 
a bit more innovation to the table. 

► Stephen Frost 
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REVIEWS 

MBA LIVE 2001 
DA Sports has gotten off to a fantastic start on 

PS2 with great showings already in football, 
soccer; and hockey with Madden, FIFA and NHL And it 
looks like the company’s excellent run of rock-solid games 
on Sony's new system continues with the latest release in 
its highly successful hoops series, NBA Live 2001. 

The game brings to the court stellar character 
animation, realistic ball physics, life-like player models, and 
animated crowds. However, as good as the animation can 
be at times, there still needs to be some major improve¬ 
ments made to the moves, as there’s a lot of jerky and 
unrealistic transitional animations. 

Beyond the visuals, Live 2001 contains just about all of 
the features that one would expect, with a season, exhibi¬ 
tion and playoff mode and full statistical tracking, roster 
management and create-a-player abilities. On the 
downside, the game lacks the NBA Challenges that were 

■ sjsfan 

NCAA FINAL FOUR 2001 

featured in the PlayStation Live and it doesn’t even have a 
franchise mode. 

What’s more, the developers have failed to take care of 
some of the Al problems that seem to plague just about all 
basketball videogames. Computer-controlled teammates 
do a horrible job of boxing out, resulting In an unrealistical¬ 
ly high number of offensive boards for the CPU. They also 
don’t move intelligently without the ball. Nonetheless, the 
control of the players is both tight and responsive. 

NBA Live 2001 is possibly the best game of videogame 
hoops that you can find. It’s just far from perfect 

► David Idyrko 

Dhe biggest thing going for NCAA Final Four 
2001 is that it’s the only next generation 

college basketball game that you’ll find anywhere. However, 
this definitely isn’t the only thing that the title has in its 
corner For instance, the visuals, while not spectacular; are 
definitely befitting of a system as powerful as the PS2. 

The game runs at a speedy 60 fps, there are plenty of 
motion-captured moves and the player models and back¬ 
grounds are both highly detailed. It also features fully 
polygonal spectators in the first row of the crowd, and 
cheerleaders that are both 3D and fully animated. 

The problem is that there haven't really been any sig¬ 
nificant strides made in the gameplay department. The 
game has the minimum number of features that you’d 
expect in a college hoops title, as it’s lacking any kind of a 
dynasty or career mode. 

It also has some serious shortcomings in the area of 
computer Al. On the lower difficulty levels, it's way too easy 
to steal, and when you crank up the level of challenge, any 
failed steal attempt will generally result in an easy dunk by 
the computer. There's also an overabundance of blocked 
shots by both the player and the computer 

Final Four does have solid player control and the game 
can be reasonably enjoyable if it's not taken too seriously. 
Just don’t pick it up and expect a very realistic simulation of 
the sport of basketball, because it’s not 

► David Zdyrko 

THEME PARK ROLLER COASTER 
Bith the power of the PS2, the beleaguered 

Theme Park series can finally be done justice on 
a console. While the PSOne incarnations of both the 
original Theme Park and its sequel, Sim Theme Park, fell 
flat due to the 32-bit machine's complete inability to cheesy sideshow games and even make the decisions 
handle the massive number crunching involved, Theme about how much salt goes on the fries. 

to build the coolest theme parks around, in four distinct 
themes. There’s a ton of customization available; you can 
design your own roller coasters, create your own pricing 
structures, decide how possible it is to even win those 

Park Roller Coaster is even better than its PC counterpart 
sporting less slowdown and more features 

Roller Coaster is actually the same game as Sim Theme the ability to 
Park, but with a new control scheme, a few new features 
and updates to the graphics and the sound. The new 
features are mainly cosmetic, but there is the incredibly 
cool ability to actually play the sideshow games, including 
betting on dinosaur races and venting some anger on 
Whack-a-Mole. 

The main appeal here, however is not what’s new, but 
what’s stayed the same. The whole point of the game is still 
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Roller Coaster is the cream of the Theme Park crop, 
with fun whimsical design, easily controlled cameras and 

around your park in first person. There's 
no story per se here, nor is there any ultimate goal, but for 
anyone looking for addictive fun, there’s not much better 

► Daniel Erickson 
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ATV OFFROAD FURY 
Sony’s first quality PS2 game! Bnitially, I had serious reservations about 

an ATV racer, since the concept seemed 
doubtful and many of Sony’s first-party 

products have been lackluster, to say the least. 
However, I’m glad to report that ATV Offroad Fury is 
actually a blast to play. 

The major reason for this is ATV’s overall 
playablity and variety. Sony has realized, at least in 
this case, that realism doesn't take precedence over 
gameplay. This means that controlling your 
four-wheeler presents absolutely no problems; 
executing tricks is simple, and the interface is 
intuitive. In addition, all of the high-flying jumps are 
exciting to witness and perform. 

The amount of gameplay variety that ATV offers is 

another of the game’s facets that will surely attract 
attention. Players can begin the game in Training to 
accustom themselves to the interface. Then you’ll be 
able to play in one of five different types of games, 
including Freestyle Competition (a mode where you 
must perform tricks), Cross Country Endure (a free- 
roaming race), and Pro-Career (a career mode that 
lets you race on every track and build up your stats). 

With four-player capabilities, ATV incorporates all the] 
essential elements for a quality racing title. 

Despite ATV's superb design and enjoyabe 
gameplay, I do have a few gripes. First, the enemy* I 
can be quite cheap. In almost every race, all of ycxr 
opponents manage to stay relatively close together 
which means that if you wreck or improperly perform 
a jump, you could move from first to fifth in a matter 
of seconds. Furthermore, since much of the game 
requires a lot of jumping, opponents will often land 
on you, which unfairly causes you to wreck arc I 
allows your opponent to continue forward. 

The music is also an extremely sore spot for ATV 
Although it’s not bad (it’s actually music from popular 
rock bands), it just feels inappropriate, and doesn’t 
match the gameplay. 

Nevertheless, ATV's faults don’t ruin the overal 
experience. If you’ve been looking for something © I 
hold you over until GT3, look no further. 

► Tokoya 
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ADVENTURES OF COOKIE G CREAM 

■ aacformer? Is it a party game? The 
pb of Cookie S Cream is one of those 
an. cefies description, but thankfully that's 
tens ro be extremely creative — and, most 
rntritoo. 
■ a Crash Soncfcoot-style perspective (in 
ie erwonments and textures recall the 

Dog platformer), this game gets big points 
t i=ccring not one, but two starring charac- 
war together in order to clear levels. The 

we controlled simultaneously (via a split 
as: ntroduces one big problem if you're 
- t can be incredibly difficult 

me are s based around clearing each level 
; Tie. This gets especially tricky for lone 
a rvaracter stands around too long, it’s 

are enemies and robbed of precious time. 

This, combined with the falling that results from complex 
jumping and the extra time it takes to figure out who needs 
to do what on which side of the screen can be too much 
for both brain hemispheres to effectively process. 

Thankfully, these problems disappear when two players 
combine their efforts and the game becomes a lot of fun. 
It's still quite simple when compared to other platformers, 
such as Rayman Revolution, and there’s a little repetitive¬ 
ness to the levels, but the puzzles are always surprisingly 
fresh and the concept can't be beat Throw in a four-player 
battle mode and you’ve got a cool little party game to boot 

► Randy Nelson 

rm 7/10 
GOOD 
This is one of the most creative games we've played in a long 

| FINAL SCORE 
time. It’s not a great one-player experience, but for two or four 
players, it’s a complete blast. 

AQUA AQUA 

D DUCK: GOIM' QUACKERS 
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REVIEWS 

“The Bouncer continues ttiis downward frend of games 
wifh breafh-taking graphics and disappoinfing gameplay” 

THE BOUNCER 
Great graphics with disappointing gameplay □ obody can contest Square's ability to 

make a quality RPC, or a beautiful 
game. However, Square has yet to 

release an RPG for PS2, and the other batch of titles 
— a wrestling game, Gekikukan Baseball, and Driving 
Emotion — have impressed us, but only as far as 
graphics are concerned. Unfortunately, The Bouncer 

continues this downward trend of games with 
breath-taking graphics and disappointing gameplay. 

And, indeed, the gameplay is The Bouncer's 
biggest fault. In Story mode, although you’ll have 
access to three characters with completely different 
fighting styles, the combat almost always degrades 
into methodical button mashing. I attribute this 
weakness to poor, and often times cheap, enemy Al 
and the lack of background interaction. In fact, 
without background interaction, or even weapons like 
bats and knives, the gameplay is more limited than 
Brawlers from decades ago, such as Double Dragon, 
Final Fight, and Streets of Rage. Each of these classics 
included these two features, even if only to a 
somewhat limited degree. 

The gameplay’s depth rises to even shallower lews 
with The Bouncer's short length. Any game that taks 
a hour and thirty minutes to finish (especially ere 
with about a hour of CG) is inexcusable, to say re 
very least. However, depending on whether >ol 
actually enjoy the game, this may come as refeC 
Nevertheless, such a minimal amount of gamep-a 
elicits the impression that the focus was placed or 
the graphics and elaborate CG sequences, while re 
gameplay came as an afterthought. 

The only redeeming element of The Bouncecl 
besides the stunning graphics, is the character I 
design. We agree that the three main characters - 
Volt, Sion, and Kou — are extremely captivate 
These are perhaps the most detailed characters eve- 
seen in a videogame; they surpass the detail of eser 
MGS 2 characters! 

The Bouncer's production value can’t compensaeI 
for the flawed gameplay. If you've been waiting r 
purchase this game, you may want to reconsider. 

► Tokoje 
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uries of war, the two lands bordering an impenetrable swampland 

illy reached an armistice. Mysteriously, the noble princess Elena 

irs somewhere near the war-ravaged front lines. Distraught, her 

ina goes in search of the Princess alone and on her journey, meets 

trious, young warrior named Ryu. Their destinies soon entwine, 

sxt chapter in the epic tale of magic and mystery now unfolds. The 
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SELECT REVIEWS 
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FI CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON2000 □ nother volley has been fired in EA Sports’ 

massive PS2 launch game assault, this time in 
the form of the system's first Formula One racing simula¬ 
tion. Delivering all of the teams, drivers, and courses of the 

. 2000 FI season, it marks another solid effort from the 
company that brought us the ultimate videogame sports 
simulation: Madden NFL 2001 on PS2. 

Right off the bat, the handling is great — and not 
anywhere near as unforgiving as a good chunk of other FI 
simulations. There are also a variety of control options, such 
as brake assist toggles and realism settings, making the 
game accessible to arcade fans and simulation nuts alike. 
The only major gameplay disappointment is that some of 
the cool modes found in the PSone version (such as the 
great training and 2000 season scenario modes) are 
missing. It’s still a good game without them, but if they were 
in the PSone release, why not include them in this one? 

Visually, this racer is definitely above average — although it 
certainly won't knock your socks off. Each course has been 
meticulously recreated, lots of broadcast-style angles and 
effects are employed, and the sense of speed is really good 
(even though the game mostly runs in the 30 frames-per- 
second range). On the downside, the game has an 
unusually cartoon-like look, mostly due to the rather sim¬ 
plistic nature of its textures. 

If you're an FI buff, you'll have a lot of fun with this 
game. General racing fans will probably enjoy it too, but you 
have to have a taste for the sport to get the most out of it 

► Randy Nelson 

7,„ 
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KNOCKOUT KINGS 2001 
D here’s been a virtual flood of boxing games 

coursing through the PSM offices in the last 
few months and Electronic Arts' Knockout Kings 2001 is the 
latest to inundate us with the "sweet science". While the 
game itself is interesting and more than just a bit of fun to 
play, I can't really think of it as a boxing sim, but more of a 
fighting game. 

To begin, the main focus of the gameplay is out and out 
button mashing. It's not only easier to win a fight if you push 
lots of buttons, but the training mode is mostly concerned 
with teaching you which combos you should use, and there 
are a lot of them. This is in direct opposition to Mike Tyson 
Boxing, where the controls are very intuitive and memo¬ 
rization is kept to a minimum. 

The camera angle is a little bit difficult to work with as 
well, since with a side-on view covering most of the action, 

it's hard to tell when your opponent is bobbing right or left 
This often results in your best haymaker punch swishing 
through the air, even though there was little indication that 
your opponent had moved. 

This isn't to say that the game isn't fun, however. Once 
you understand the basics of blocking and learn how to go 
to the body and the head, things begin to get interesting. 
With a huge list of famous boxers, past and present, to play 
as and a really nicely done Create A Fighter Mode, 
Knockout Kings 2001 offers plenty of bone-bruising fun! 

► Bill Donohue 

I. 1 

WDL THUNDER TANKS 
Dhe idea is sound: create a multi-player game 

featuring tanks, tons of weapons, and extreme 
destruction. Mix this formula together with a little person¬ 
ality, and you would expect to see a winner Ultimately, 
however; WDL suffers from poor execution. 

One pertinent factor that hinders gameplay is the 
arena design. Although 3D0 altered a variety of famous 
cities from all over the world into battlefields, many of these 
battlefields lack enough distinction from each other, 
making the fighting a bit repetitive after a while. 

Perhaps the onset of boredom would have come later, 
if the controls weren't as jittery. Learning to move your 

appearance, I must mention it here. After I loaded up a 
game, I quickly removed it to confirm that it was actually 
the PS2 game, and not the PS1 version. Seriously, the PS2 
WDL could be mistaken for a PS1 game with the texture 
smoothing activated. 

The only redeeming aspect to WDL is its simple idea 
and interface. Anyone can quickly begin playing with little 
confusion. Therefore, it makes for a mediocre party game 
that even non-gamers might find enjoyable, even if only for 
a short while. Flowever, if you play games avidly, or even 
regularly, try to stay away from this one. 

► Tokoya 

‘.: 

tank's base and turret simultaneously, and accurately 
aiming your special weapons will take time. The lack of a 
strafing ability for every tank imbalances the game, allotting 
too much power to tanks with this capability. 

Although we usually refrain from mentioning a game's 

irsBTffll; 
i/10 
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most inspired fighting game in a while 
-e :*ayer modes in the fighting genre 
-c-e stagnated and surpassed the level 
v riteness. The major problem with 
i - «r*ch focuses us more on the plot and 
ax srjcture — is, ironically enough, a 
d r riese areas. Usually, we simply 
aa?- a bunch of other typical opponents 
si>4 rcmament, and then confront the 
x >bk — what an attention grabber, huh? 
ae-( Genki, the creator of the Bushido 
- has realized this impediment, and 

c ascar: plot and the most structurally 
irs same around. 

with a single samurai. Initially, 

to learn the interface. Upon completion, you begin 
fighting. To establish yourself, you must challenge a 
number of schools; you'll fight students, and then the 
school’s master. For each dojo you overtake, you’ll 
acquire its special sword and unique fighting tech¬ 
niques. However, the game doesn't end here. Once 
you and your Dojo earn enough respect, you’ll 
receive challenges from other samurai and even the 
Imperial Palace. 

The variety of combat and options doesn’t end 
here, either. In addition to a few other types of 
matches, players will need to train their samurai to 
increase his stats. The Training mode offers a number 
of different mini-games, such as bamboo slicing, 

Helmet Splitting, and Zen Meditation. 
Hopefully, my enthusiasm for the story mode 

doesn’t imply a weakness in the two player game. In 
fact, with over 20 characters, its as interesting as any 
other fighting game available. 

The only significant complaints, which aren’t so 
considerable, are the character designs and the 
graphics. Many of the characters simply appear very 
uninspired. As for the graphics, while they aren’t 
shoddy, they do look a bit bland and rough around 
the edges. 

Nevertheless, Kengo remains a very deep fighting 
game with great design. And due to Kengo's 
freshness and variety, I’ll even go out on a limb and 
say that I had more fun playing it than Tekken Tag or 
DOA 2! And that’s saying something. 

► Tokoya 
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SCOREBOARD 
Don't buy a game until you check here first! 

CURRENT RELEASES 
Score Issue # Issue Mo. Genre Publisher Summary 

L L 
Feb-01 2 Acclaim The standard side-on view and tons of button combinations to memorize 1 

relegate this game to the button masher category, but if you've just gotB 1 
box on KO Nation, feel free to go for it 

Earn 





Vikki Grimm 
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Ace Combat 4 031 Klonoa 2: Lunatea’s Veil 
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Ffi; Resident Evil Code: Veronica X 
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PS2 PERCENT COMPLETE 

GRAN TURISHO 3 
Behind the wheel of the most anticipated PS2 racer yet 

especially high resolution textures (that 
don’t fuzz out when you get really 
close to them), true real-time reflec¬ 
tions (you can even see your car’s 
reflection in the bumper of the car in 
front of you), and the best looking trees 
we’ve ever seen in a game. Of course, 
the car models are also looking every 
bit as good as you'd expect from PS2, 
and in the version of the game we 
played, they even had fully 3D wheels 
— you could actually see the brake 
discs heat up and cool down when cars 
took sharp corners. That’s how 
detailed this game promises to be. 

While we still haven't seen the 
much talked-about weather effects 
that the gang at Polyphony Digital, the 
game’s developer, have been 

IS IT REAL, OR IS IT GTS? 
Forget the cut-out trees and canned reflections of other racers 
this stuff looks REAL! No joke, the replay mode will have you foote 

promising, we were able to take GT3's 
dirt track mode for a spin. Thanks to 
the much greater number of physics 
calculations going on in comparison to 
G72, the off-road racing feels far more 

natural — and graphically speakngj 
simply jaw-dropping. The 
kicks up from your car’s tires is 
realistic, plus on the audio front 
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oo.it was one of the 
the near-final build 

B experience. Earlier 
mg a stock sound 
3 mostly taken from 

xded fine, but it can't 
s vat 673 has 
^ s powerful sound 

dc ane uses multiple 
ts for each car, so 

n the subtlest 
I -it me gas hard when 

le squeal, 
m in a turn and hear 
xg on the uneven 

n hear the wind 

THE COURSE, OF 
COURSE 
We’re stilling waiting to see the 
new Morocco and Tokyo street 
courses, but here’s a first look 
at what some of CT2’s courses 
now look like in the game. 
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SUPERCAR STREET CHALLEHGE I 
Build a muscle car and then flex it / Supercar with a Summer 2001 
Bn August of last year, when 

Activision announced it was 
working on a dozen or so 

PS2 games, there was no mention of 

Supercar Street Challenge. However, a 
game titled Street Lethal, announced 
earlier at E3 2000 and slated for a 
Spring 2001 release, had fallen more 

/ launch date. 
For a racer, the promise of Street 

Lethal was ambitious. A balanced 
selection of exotic concept supercars 
from top car design houses (Fioravanti, 
Callaway, Zonda and Modena) would 
engage in a balls-out racing circuit tra¬ 
versing ten faithfully recreated and 
fully interactive cities worldwide. 
Gamers could also build their own 
dream car and race it with damage 

modeling that affects the handaJ 
Supercar, the number of eras ■ 
been scaled back to seven rcrl 
courses’ worth of authentic la rcral 
and real time weather, lighting m 
sound effects at 60 fps, couple; ■ 
the user-friendly design studic aJ 
make good with hardened gea~« 
Look for it this summer. 

► Tommy -an 

WORLD'S SCARIEST POLICE CHASES 
A rival to the Driver series? 

KIM] n 

r f J i hether this game turns out 
A\j to be interesting, or total 

crap, we have to at least 
give Fox credit for going out on a limb 
and attempting to create something 
different. Although Police Chases 
seems to follow precedents set by the 
Driver series, there are a variety of 
elements found in two modes offered. 

In Patrol mode, you must roam the city 
streets in a squad car and apprehend 
any malefactors that you encounter. 
This requires players to stop and arrest 
drunk drivers, and any miscreants that 
you see breaking the law on the 
streets. Although this mode will allow 
free-roaming, I think Mission mode will 
offer the most fun. 

The missions will require players to 
lead drug busts, capture drug 
smugglers, kill terrorists, hunt down 
ex-cons, and disable hijacked tanks. To 
aid you in your crime fighting, there 

" - 

will be 13 different vehicles, as well as 
a huge number of weapons. 

Check out future issues to see how 
this unusual driving game turns out 

► Tokoya 
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EVIL CODE: VBtONICA X 
greatestResidentEvilgame comes to P52 

PREVIEWS 

alone. She'll have to solve puzzles, 
pummel zombies and other mutations 
with a huge variety of weapons, and 
solve the mystery of Veronica. 

The notable modification to the 
story involves the obscure character, 

Wesker. Although we've received little 
information, we do know that Capcom 
has added 10 minutes of original 
footage of Wesker, which breeds 
insight into the ominous story line. 

The extras that I referred to earlier 
are still being scrutinized and consid¬ 
ered by Capcom, so we will have more 

info for you PSMers later. However, 
Capcom has officially stated that a 
playable demo of Devil Hay Cry will be 
packaged with Veronica X! 

► Tokoya 

gameplay elements and extras, which 
are exclusive to the PS2. 

PS2 loyalists may not initially 
notice, but from the pictures that we've 
seen, Veronica X seems to have 

received a bit of a facial; the graphics 
look a bit sharper, and the textures 
appear a little more clear. Capcom has 

enhanced the plot with a few interest¬ 
ing twists, making it a little less cryptic. 

Players begin their terrifying quest 

on Umbrella Corporation’s research 
island as a prisoner. When a freak 
accident unleashes the hazardous 
zombie biotoxins, the dead overrun the 
island, leaving Claire helpless and 
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PREVIEWS 

DEVIL HAY CRY 
Our first hands-on impressions of Capcom's next big thing 
Bince last issue, we've 

gotten our eager mitts on 
an extremely early version 

of Devil May Cry — and we can cheer¬ 
fully report that it’s shaping up to be 

every bit as big as its pedigree (it’s 
Resident Evil creator Shinji Mikami’s pet 
project, after all) suggests. 

The game begins with lead 
character Dante running up a mountain 
path in between crumpled columns. 
Once inside the castle, the fighting 
begins and leads through a few rooms 
with doors that can’t be opened 
initially. Dante must use the spirit 
energy he draws in from defeated 
enemies in order to. unlock them. 

There’s also an on-screen meter 
that fills as enemies are defeated. Once 
it’s maxed out, Dante can temporarily 
transform into a demon. In a nice twist, 
he'll have different powers depending 
on which sword he has equipped 
before transforming. It’s also possible 
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EERIE ENEMIES 
Dante will be knee-deep in gnarly monsters, shear-wieldirc 
and even demonic puppets during his adventure. 

to draw upon the spirit meter before whatever direction the a 
it’s fully charged, which causes Dante pointed — unlike the dtrn 
to crackle with electricity and become Resident Evil. He can also lte i 
momentarily stronger. walls to reach higher areas *c 

Control-wise, Dante moves in down to lower levels, k 



r Tore free-roaming feel 

c stacks, hitting the X 
SE5 Dante to swing his 

d the RE games, holding 
m a.rs. which can then be 
K-rang bursts) using the X 
•esng towards an enemy 
totoag with the sword 
i . •erg strike; hold back 

sxBgs his blade upward, 
p aack sends enemies 
■ «rtch point Dante can 
■■rang, 'juggling" them in 
isorttime. 
■e fixtures, lighting, and 
toes are already looking 
e. Ue game is nearing the 
c omcred environments in 
~~e game is also using 
■c so a cool Matrix-style 
■ ses added to the score 

n a fight The camera 
miar to Resident Evil 
n that each room is 

:d perspec¬ 

tive, but the view pans and moves to 
follow Dante as he fights. 

We’re definitely impressed by what 
we’ve played of Devil May Cry so far — 
it’s definitely going to be a game to 
watch for. You can get your first crack 
at it later this spring, thanks to a 
playable demo that’ll be packaged 
with Resident Evil Code: Veronica X. 
We'll have plenty more on the game in 
the months ahead. ► Randy Nelson 

PREVIEWS 

WORK IN PROGRESS 
Looking at these conceptual paintings, you can see the kind of 
elaborate environments Dante will encounter as he makes his way 
into the demon castle. Thanks to an awesome 3D engine, they’ll 
actually look this good in the game. 

/ery impressed by what we’ve played of Devil May Cry 
- it’s definitely going to be a game to watch for” 1 

□55 
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MEET THE HERO 
Dante is a “supernatural 
investigator” who discovers 
that the forces of Hell are 
mounting an all-out assault on 
humanity. Like his father 
before him, he sets out to send 
them back to the fiery depths. 
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□ Ithough Oni probably won't 
knock anyone's socks off, or 
break any ground in the 

innovation department, so far, it does 
manage to compliment the 
action/adventure genre very well, 
especially for the PS2 in its limited 
number of games. 

One aspect that really makes Oni 
stand out, even early in its production, 
is the overall polished feel in its 
execution. Controlling Konoko, the 
main character, is very fluid and 

accurate; everything from jumping and 
dodging attacks to fighting and 
shooting at enemies feels comfortable. 
The menu interface is intuitive as well. 

Oni's consistent balance between 
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An example of 
gameplay over boobs 

the action and adventure is another 
reason it’s a pleasure to play, unlike 
many other related games, such as 
Tomb Raider, which often delivers too 
much of either at any given time. The 
gameplay never seems hindered by 
incessant action, or slowed down by 
cumbersome and cryptic puzzles. 

The only areas that seem seriously 
lacking in Oni are a more compelling 
story and decent music. The story is a 
little basic and trite. As Konoko, you are 
charged with the mission to infiltrate 
and suppress the evil Syndicate, which 
controls the underworld. As for the 
music, what you do hear is merely 
generic techno. We hope that when 
the game is finished, these two facets 
will have been improved. 

► Tokoya 

MARNING THE 
nOVES^H 
As you progress drxf 
game, Konoko will be a 
learn a number of s 
moves and complex ctMi 



a it seems that the 
KayStation 2 is going to be 

I Xe system of choice for 
-rcng fans. Gamers have 

ssr the likes of Smuggler's 
cr as a good game in its own 

be able to race various types of motor¬ 
cycles and trucks, which should add a 
greater level of challenge. 

While developed by Broadsword 
Interactive, the company responsible 
for the less-than-stellar Dreamcast 

racing game, Spirit of Speed 1937, these 
screenshots reveal a game that actually 
looks quite good. With a release date 
later this year, Acclaim should 
hopefully have plenty of time to check 
out the competition and beat them at 

their own game. Only time will tell 
which game will end up first in this 
competitive and grueling videogame 
race. We’ll share the results with you 
readers in the coming months. 

► Stephen Frost 

B er Zr-.e Off-Road-Wide Open 
-i~ z c should be out shortly, 

icr tarting to miss out on 
b irac-e market, is preparing its 

army, Paris-Dakar Rally. 
3* ^rae s based on a yearly 

-::'s competition that 
|Pbbe m amazing 10,000 kilometers 

- _ - : Africa. Most inter- 
tri.r ^ans-Dakar Rally is the 

t won't limit you to driving 
Bor 3*--oad vehicles. Like the 

as rat inspired it, you’ll also 
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KIOKOA 2: LUNATEA'S VEIL 
The second must-have platformer for the PS2 

Klonoa 2 arrive in the mail. Being a 
huge fan of the first game, I quickly 
popped in the disc and waited for the 
game to load. Thirty minutes later, with 
a smile on my face, I proceeded to 
write this preview. 

The demo is split up into two 
separate levels, each showcasing a 
different style of gameplay. The first 
level closely resembled what was seen 
in the first game, but also included a 
few little surprises. Klonoa now has 
what appear to be taunts, but we still 
haven't figured out exactly what 
they’re used for or even why they were 
included. The other new addition is the 
giant cannons, which can shoot Klonoa 
through the air and across vast areas if 
he jumps into them. The views seen 

from some of these aerial trips are 
simply breathtaking. 

The other level, included with the 
Klonoa demo, has him hoverboarding 
on a river and jumping down waterfalls. 

By hitting the shoulder buna*. a 
can make our lovable here sam 
360-degree spins and ote- im 
tricks. He can also stii' sa ati 
nearby enemies and use rer-J 

THE DOUBLE JUMP 
If you grab an enemy with your ring, you can double-jump w-r 
in order to reach higher platforms and gems. 

Kara INDEPENDENT PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE ► #43 MARCH S00I ► 
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CANNON 
FODDER 
A new addition for the sequel, 
these strange-looking cannons 
can propel Klonoa through the 
air at blistering speeds and 
amazing heights. 

: =r obstacles and ramps, 
s—'r rac Klonoa 2 will be 

jtMc eemple of gameplay 
M New. that's not to say 
Hr &ne coks bad. Actually, it 

,ane ?:oc but doesn’t quite 
Harare of realism as Gran 
mrnr- : ~*sra. In fact, the 

^Hte=£: - Te completely opposite 

■ ran anything else. 
w. - : cut colorful, and 

soort that toon-style 
oj-rentfy all the rage. 

». - - "e :_a ty of the first 
•-.-at well here in 

^'br rrocaoly because most 
- - rare about it. I 

^Ha» rrs Tat changes with the 
•m- - - - r s short demo, I 

— rat Lunatea’s Veil will 
Hg-c ft* as re original game was 
Hav ^f=r more fun, in fact. 
HKcranv something for plat- 

— ::e: about. 
► Stephen Frost 
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Bince the first MDK turned 
out a little disappointing, 
the Dreamcast version of 

MDK 2 surprised most of us with its 
unique and addictive gameplay, inter¬ 
esting characters and environments, 
and smooth graphics. Even if Interplay 

MARVELOUS 
MINI-GAMES 
Before entering a new l< 
you are treated to a beautiful 
CG sequence, and then you get 
to play a mini-game. 

3#( 

NDK 2: ARNAGEDDOI 
A great 3D action title gets even better 

lazily ported MDK 2 straight from DC, 
I’d say that PS2 owners were lucky. 
Instead, Interplay has decided to 

improve an already marvelous title 
with some corrections and additions. 

First, the PS2 version will constant¬ 
ly run at 60 FPS, making movement 
and aiming essentially flawless. 
Textures should also appear sharper 
and more realistic. Finally, the develop¬ 
ers will add even more levels. 

For those of you unfamiliar with 
MDK 2, the game begins with players 
assuming the role of the hero, Kurt He 
sports a tight black suit that allows him 
to fly, cloak himself, and snipe at 
enemies from afar. As you progress 
through the game, you’ll require the 
help of two of Kurt’s partners in justice 
— Dr. Fluke Hawkins and Max. The 
doctor helps solve tough puzzles, while 

Max — a four armed dog - finds his interesting puzzles, and n 
niche in action oriented levels. weapons, MDK 2 y~j~ 

With great level designs that offer entertain. Check out a i 
tons of variety, three characters that review next month, 
drastically differ from each other, i 

Inventory mods 

- *' • <4 *• . . 

f V 

* v m ft ft * 
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THE REAL DEAL 

scored several points for 
realism. TP 2002 should benefit 
from the wealth of EA Sports' 
games already developed for 
the PlayStation 2. 

PLE PLAY 2002 
6-4-2 has never looked so real in a game before 

animations, and crowd reactions. But 
the major strides are being made in 
gameplay. Improved intelligence for 
"player urgency” should result in 
better fielding and throwing options, 
and a visible strike zone and a pitch 

placement cursor enable players 
to work the batter. TP 2002 will 
also feature two new camera angles — 
a fielding camera and a new 
pitcher/batter interface (both with 
better field-depth effects) — and inno¬ 

vative analog face button pressure 
sensitivity to determine how fast the 
ball is thrown. 

Be in attendance as the boys of 
summer take the field this spring. 

► Tommy Layton 

-=agje Challenge, a home 
esw 12 of the league’s finest 

er modeling and facial 
* name players, all 30 
i recreated from their 
: reaf-time lighting, park 



1-Kill all living plants and lawn 

5-Truck in dirt 

3 - Build huge jumps 

4- Uatch for signs of stray flowers 

5- Kill stray flowers 

t>-Truck in more dirt 

7-Build bigger jumps 



m $ actual backyard 

Featured Riders 

TJ. Latin 

www.thq.com 



WlMRAfW Koeis actl0n staris looking a whole ■w g W lot better on PlayStation 2_ 
ll flttin„gte„„5!“n'! .Ch.an? at life °n 3 the contral base for 3 weapons satellite Like in Metal Gear Solid, the ^ 

riginally released on the getting its second chance at life ( 

Nintendo 64, Winback was far more powerful console. and is using it to destroy its enemies, game is stealth. You have t. 
With a storyline straight out of a You’ve been ordered to infiltrate that thing around you as cover i 

long time to get from the James Bond film, Winback throws you base and regain control at all costs, soldiers, one at a time, l~_ 
shelves. It into the boots of oneJean-Luc Cougar, Unfortunately, the satellite only takes even know that you’re there . 

a special government operative. A fours hours to recharge, so you don’t things easier, Jean-Luc has the -« 
share of problems. Now it’s terrorist organization has taken over have much t' 

concept table 
ended up being a decent game, but still 

3 

HIDE AND SEEK 
Jean-Luc can hide behind objects and then pop out for a quick shot. 
You’ll need to use this ability quite a lot in this game. 

KiM] 100% INDEPENDENT PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE ► #43 MARCH 2001 ► W 

lock-on to enemies (if they’re r - • I 
sight), pop-out from where hs: 'nJ 
shoot them and then pop baa ' J 
may seem a bit complicatec ac t 
actually quite easy once yo_ sasac J 
few minutes learning the cortofc I 

The N64 version of lie ; — I 
suffered from an excessive usag« - J 
(to hide pop-in), inconsistent taw] 
ates and a low overall visual la* 41 
of these problems have — 1 
addressed in the PS2 verso-. ^ J 
actually now sparingly used to afscl 
Framerates are smooth, with --1 
no slowdown to speak oi i 

J 
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s could very well end up as the title 
-ifill gamers’ need to blow things up” j 

-r nine times the polygons 
mgnafs and now have facial 

and detailed finger and 
^ftc mements. Even the back- 
pK <?.e oeen enhanced with over 
“X: :o.s now in each scene, and 

—iru - of colors being used 
Tar- 16 to 256. 

J Whmi anazing is that these are 
wk i =»» of tne overall changes that 
■■ scecs 3 implement before the 

s rr-oieted this March. And 
■■rrt Metnf Gear Solid 2 doesn't 
ft mm -next Fall, this could very 

as the title to fulfill all 
I -ee: n blow things up. 

DYTHE 
DNMENT 

il your enemy is hiding 
c :.ie object and then blast 

r enemy will take extra 
ie from the explosion and 
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MULTIPLAYER 
MAYHEM 
The multiplayer mode adds a lot 
of replay value to the overall 
experience. The framerate is 
both smooth and consistent, 
even when playing against 
three other players. 
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POINT BLANK 3 
Prs. Don and Dan get down and dirty / 

W.V uick on the heels of Time 
i | I Crisis: Project Titan, Namco 

* will release another hot 
shooter with GunCon compatibility, 
only this one is family-friendly. Point 
Blank 3 is a lighthearted, zany, non¬ 
violent shooting gallery party game 
that will once again feature Dr. Don 
and Dr. Dan as the oddball guides. 
Known as Ounbalina overseas, Point 
Blank 3 was never a sure bet to launch 
stateside, but any title with more than 
80 individual mini-games is sure to 
have something for everyone. 

PB 3 will have five different game 
modes to sift through. The Arcade 
mode is a port of the coin-op with 

single-player and two-player coopera¬ 
tive gameplay. The Endurance mode 
challenges you to shoot through as 
many stages as possible while main¬ 
taining HP. The Training mode enables 
you to practice your skills at various 
levels of difficulty. The Versus mode 
has you trying to outscore a field of 2- 
4 players, and the Party mode offers 
games for up to 8 players. Look for 
Point Blank 3 in May. 

► Tommy Layton 

THE DRUID KING Vercingetorix 

K'T'V'i e at psn are big fans of 
| i J the Gallic tribe of Averni 
■yUl and its war-chieftain and 
Druid priest Vercingetorix, but it 
seemed a bit random that little-known 

developer Sidhe Interactive would up 
and recreate the short-lived rebellion 
of Gaul’s guerrilla tribes against the 
Roman Empire in 52 B.C. 

The Druid King is a third-person 
action/adventure title that gives 
gamers control of Vercingetorix, who 
unites the warring tribes of Gaul 
against Emperor Julius Caesar’s 
advancing Roman forces. Cunningly 
cutting off Roman supply lines, he 
claimed a few crafty victories in unfor¬ 
giving terrain before the Romans 
converged on him in an Alesia fortress. 
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e normally don't like to put 
tite cart before the horse, 
but you’ve got to expect 

c ; ruaity PlayStation series like 
as going to make its way 

B ?.entually. The good news 
* ■ December, accompanied by 

jr=ens revealing very detailed 
(tentative title) would be DVD-based. 
This time, the fourth installment in 
PlayStation’s best-selling flight combat 

tic backgrounds, along series promises a deeper, more 
that Ace Combat 4 engaging storyline to complement the 

l (based mostly 
jets, rather than m 

c concepts) and impressive 

ACE COMBAT 4 
PS2 inherits the fierce flight combat series 

healthy balance of the well-crafted, 
two dozen-plus missions. 

While AC 4 takes place in the not 
too distant future, the premise is that 
rival nations in peacetime build and 
maintain their own arsenals, creating a 
delicate balance of power waiting for 
something to set off the powder keg. 
Enter a meteor that begins to shower 
the land with meteorites, resulting in 
chaos, and one nation seizes the 
opportunity to launch an all-out war. 

The lack of multiplayer modes may 
be the one thing that has detracted 
from the series, and there’s no word yet 
on plans for split screen, firewire or 
online dogfighting, but Namco’s got 
time to flesh out this title. We’ll have 
more details as they become available. 

► Tommy Layton 

THE SKY ABOVE 
THE MUD BELOW 
Attention to detail makes 
bombing Downtown into the 
Stone Age very realistic! 
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KESSENII 
PS2 takes to the battlefield once more 

he vast plains and forests 
of ancient China serve as 
the backdrop for Kessen II, 

the follow-up to PS2’s first-wave 
strategy title from Electronic Arts and 
KOEI. More than just a prettier game 
with new scenarios, the game is poised 
to be a big deal for war sim buffs. 

The biggest visual and gameplay 
change right off the bat will be the 
number of troops visible on-screen at 
once. In the original Kessen, this 
number maxed out at 100. Kessen II will 
feature up to 500 troops battling 
simultaneously. On top of this, the 
variety of terrain will also be greater, 
including thick forests, bridges, and 
even moving barges. 

Players will now have spell casters in 
their arsenal, who are capable of 
unleashing devastating magic attacks. 
Borrowing a page from KOEI’s Dynasty 
Warriors 2, players will also be able to 
assume control of their generals, guide 
them around on horseback, and even 
fight on their own. 

The game's developers are also 
paying extra attention to improving the 

troop Al. The way allied units interact 
with and support each other promises 
to be far more realistic and will 
undoubtedly open up a whole new set 
of strategies for players to utilize. 

There’s still no set date (or 
publisher, either) for the release of 

Kessen II the U.S., but you car za 
surface on these shores by year-, 

► Ranc. m 
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connANDOS 2 
Allied troops invade the PS2!_/ 

Mflnpi ow! This is truly a godsend 

» i ifor a system that rarely 
ftJbi receives 2D action games, 

let alone good ones. Metal Slug X is 
essentially Metal Slug 2 with a few 

minor superficial enhancements. 
There are new items and weapons 

to collect, in addition to a few more 
enemies and character animations. 

Unfortunately, these improvements 
did not extend to the graphics; Metal 
Slug X remains identical to the 

Neo Geo version. 
For those of you entirely unfamiliar 

with the series, Metal Slug X is a fast- 
paced action game that mimics 
Contra-style gameplay. Basically, blast 
through hordes of enemies, and 

destroy a breathtaking boss at the end. 
You’ll have an array of weapons and 
vehicles at your disposal, including 
lasers, flame throwers, tanks, camels, 
and airplanes. The variety of gameplay 
is definitely Metal Slug X's strong point. 

Check back next month when we’ll 
have a complete review for you. 

NETAL SLUG X 

■ .«■ opular on the PC, the 
■ jl Commandos series is now 

S-JH planning to wage war on 

the PS2. Players take control of a 
squad of Allied troops during the war, 
as they attempt to successfully 
complete 12 challenging missions. 

Each of these troops has a different 
specialty, such as sniping, combat or 

hiding in shadows, so the challenge is 
in using them in the right situations. 

Featuring a third-person perspec¬ 

tive which helps to give you a clear 
view of the environment, each of the 
game's levels can also be zoomed into 

on the fly. It is, however, only when 
you’re inside a building or underwater 
that you can actually rotate the 

camera a full 360'. 
With highly detailed visuals that 

rival that of its PC counterpart, a well- 

designed interface, and intuitive 
controls. Commandos 2 may very well 

be the game that brings the strategy 
genre to the mainstream audience. 
And if it does well, we could start to see 
a whole slew of strategy titles 
appearing in the console world. 

► Stephen Frost 

Old school action returns J 
for one last hurrah! 
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sg to the challenge is the fact 
it indestructible. 

e most games, the more 
e a weapon, the weaker it will 
t r fart, if you’re not careful, 

is can actually break and 
e completely useless. If your 

iy gauge gets low, you 
;h it by using a special 

h you can find in the 
b or purchase from shops. 

e Cox/ has a few innovative 
s and some really 

s — we just hope that the 
k icesn’t end up getting too 

II know soon enough, as 
d to send us the first 
m of the game shortly, 

to let you know how it is. 
► Stephen Frost 

Cloud has a few innovafive gameplay elemenfs and ! 
■e nice visuals - we jusf hope if doesn't gef too repetitive” 1 

DUNGEON 
MUST-HAVES 
In each level of every dungeon, 
there are two items that you 
will always want to find. The 
quicker you discover them, the 
faster you'll be able to progress 
through the level. 
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AU STAR BASEBALL 2002 
America's past time could help to ensure Acclaim’s future 
Eans of America's favorite facelift, and were guessing that the 

pastime will surely be first of Acclaim's rebranded sports 
pleased to know that efforts will be hitting a home run. The 

they're finally getting an opportunity to latest in a series of titles that have 
play ball on the PS2. Better yet, All Star graced consoles from the Saturn to the 
Baseball has received nearly two years N64, ASB 2002 will feature updated 
of development and a substantial gameplay, shiny new visuals, and even 

Internet compatibility, although we 
don't yet know to what extent 

Featuring over 700 players and 30 
teams, the game returns with a re¬ 
vamped and thorough management 
system. 8-MB of memory means 
gamers will be able to save entire 

careers worth of data and si 
not to mention creating t 
players. The player modes a 
and detailed, with re 
and hair types. 

That detail extends tc 
visuals, too. 5000 pc 
mations, and 150 batting s; 
pitch deliveries add ir 
realism to the action, w 
detailed stadiums lined wrr 
fans further blur the line be 
interactive and tt 

Given that there are = 
excellent sports titles ai 
for the PS2, we're excitec t 
baseball hasn't been n 
game should be avai 
March, giving sports ft 
the opportunity to get a 
the season. 
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ROGUE SPEAR 
The sequel to one of the PCs most ground-breaking titles 

LOOKIN' GOOD! 
The graphics are quite impres¬ 
sive. The detail in the charac¬ 
ters, the animation, and variety 
of environments seem to push 
the PSone’s capabilities. 

« 
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MASTER ALL THE STEPS 
Before you hit the big time, you're going to have to master the 
that your instructor is going to teach you. He’s got some move: 

a city ruled by D 
I evil, evil man who sits on a 

plastic duck. Ducker has reduced the 
masses to a masked homogeneity. 
Enter Unison, a group of three kicky 
girls who unite in the name of love and 
freedom. Together, with their dance 
teacher and a cache of “forgotten” 
music, they will bring down the dictator 
with... you guessed it — dancing. 

Like other rhythm games before it, 

developers as the amazing r 
Alive 2, expect Unison's gracnu. art 
animation to be nothing nr 
incredible. Each of the «*r M 
stages has its own then* aac 
costumes, ranging from 
Japanese to funky Soul Trar 

If you’ve got happy - re m 
thumbs, this may be just the J«.d 

the gameplay is all about making the 
right moves to the music, but Tecmo 
takes it to a whole new level. A 
lavender-dad dance teacher sporting 

a frighteningly-large afro leads you 
through increasingly sophisticated 
dance routines controlled through both 
analog sticks. Each one is broken down 
into sets, which you’ve got to 
memorize. Once you’ve put it all 
together, you and your group hijack the 
airwaves and put on a show. Like any 
real performance, you’ve got one take 
and you don’t get any cue cards. 

Since it comes from the same 



1X4 EVOUITION 
r-road mayhem coming to PS2[ 

P 
-e song genre has been 

by an unprece- 
iced number of titles on 
rtie PS2 has begun to 
ame fate, 4x4 Evolution 

offers a number of elements that set it 
apart from other racing games. 

4x4 offers a huge number of off¬ 
road vehicles, including trucks from 
Chevrolet, Dodge, Lexus, Mitsubishi, 

and Toyota. In Career mode, car 
fanatics will be able to buy and metic¬ 
ulously equip their vehicles with lots of 
different parts, a la Oran Turismo. 
And to heighten the depth of 
gameplay, players will have to adjust 
their vehicles according to a wide 
variety of terrain. 

Although 4x4 is a linear racing title 
like the OT series, I would like to see 
more shortcuts on certain track. Being 
stuck on a path, and having to pass 
through too many check points, just 
detracts from the overall enjoyment 

While 4x4 is conceptually sound, 
there are a few problems. The car 
physics feel a bit rough. Performing 
movements such as turning, braking, 
and jumping are inconsistent On many 
occasions, I would wreck while 
cornering around a simple turn, while I 
could flawlessly make the turns that 
seemed much more difficult. Hopefully, 
by the time 4x4 hits store shelves, 
many of these problems will have been 

corrected. Be sure to check out our 
review in an upcoming issue for the 
final report on this one. ► Tokoya 
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g ► Onimusha _ 

£ > Bayman Revolution, T.W.I.W.E 

■ Sky Odyssey_ 
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'CHALLENGE! 

N 
- CinUKn J |9l 

Kengo 
The moves and fighting tactics 
you need to become a master 
of the blade pg. 84 
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$t is limited to one entry per person. That means you can't send 
ach contest; if you do, you’ll be disqualified. If you cheat or use 
x disqualified. The final letter for the contest will be accepted 
there are multiple winners, then we’ll do a raffle. To prove that 
died one of our challenges, either send a picture or a video tape 
; can’t return them). Sorry, no e-mail entries! 
HTRIESTO: PSM March Challenge # (the contest number you’re 
Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. 

CHALLENGE WINNERS for December issue: 
TEKKEN BOWL Jason Pinette of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
SPYRO 
UNREAL 

Phillip Syler of Jellico, Tennessee 
Tim Price of Hillsdale, Mississippi 

1: The Bouncer 

le secret characters and photograph or tape the Versus 

SHE #2: Dayman Revolution 

E ?3: Onimusha Warlords 

-e Firefly Gems and photograph or tape the summary 
we end of the game. 

Driving Emotion 
Type-S 

Kengo 

ATV: Off-Road 
Fury 

King Of Fighters 
'99 

Championship 
Surfer 

NBA Live 2001 

WOW Thing 



Hl!o“ STRATEGY 

KENGO 
Tactics And Tricks I nee you complete all of the tests in the Training mode, you can go and 

compete with other Dojos. Plus, we tell you how to get your hands on 
some really nice cutlery! 

□0J05 

HIRATA DOJO 
Beat the Master and you'll receive the Kanemitu Sword. 

MOVES 
Technique Name Technique Description 
Shadow Strike.Strike. 
Solar Strike.Strike side. 
Blade of Fury.Spin and slash upward . 
Sword Guard Throwback ... Strike side. 
Multi-Strike.Leap and strike face... 
Blade of Fury.Spin and slash upward . 
Blade of Doom.Spin and slash downward.36 to 45 ... 3.13 
Sword Guard Throwback ... Strike side.18 to 26.... 1.20 
Assault.Strike.11 to 17 ....2.31 
Flying Swallow.Side step and slash.24 to 32 ... 3. 
Lunging Blade.Spin and thrust.37 to 46 ... 3. 
2-Hand Thrust.Thrust with two hands.57 to 64 ... 4. 
Mod Flying Swallow.Spin and slash.37 to 48 ... 2. 

IMPERIAL MATCH 

MORIYA DOJO 
Beat the master of this school and receive the Murarmasa Sword. 

At one point, you'll encounter some studens *~i I 
get angry at you for beating their master. Far sc-* I 
reason, when you meet them in the westerr a*I 
town, you won't receive a weapon frara arj 
previous match, which is what happened r ~ | 
after fighting at Tsubaki Dojo. Just retu~ a rzl 
Dojo after you complete the Imperial Mar-. 5aj 
that Dojo again to receive its sword. 

Beating the tournament is the last obsaoe a.I 
must face. However, it's going to be very rr_r I 
The trick to winning, besides skill, is unders- tiq I 
the super move. The combo that was - I 
successful for me was the Scarlet Leaves SuiaJ 
Leaves, and Dark thrust super. Also. I I 
the Masamune Sword; its super mc.e ■ ~y| 
most effective. 

MOVES 
Technique Name Technique Description Impact Damage Rang! 
Direct Blow.Slash vertically.17 to 28_3.17 
Horz Slash.Leap and slash horizontally ... 24 to 32 ... 2.14 
Blade of Thunder.Leap and slash vertically.40 to 57.... 4.N/A 
Solar Blade.Leap and slash upward.26 to 35 ... 3.18 
Rev Horz Slash.Leap and slash horizontally ... 25 to 33 ... 2.20 
Shadow Blade.Leap and slash vertically.26 to 32 ... 3.N/A 
Whirlwind.Spin an slash sideways.28 to 40 ... 3.N/A 
Shadow Blade.Leap and slash vertically.23 to 30 ... 3.26 
Whirlwind.Spin an slash sideways.22 to 32 ... 3.19 
Solar Blade.Leap and slash upward.26 to 35 ... 3.N/A 
Tornado.Spin and slash vertically.30 to 38 ... 4.N/A 
Water & Clouds.Spin and slash sideways.21 to 41.... 2.N/A 
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■CVS 
ecnaque Name 
ire: Leaves... 
jnser Death... 

Technique Description Impact 
Slash down with one hand.14 to 25.. 
Spin and slash downward.25 to 36 . 

r .eaves.Step forward and slash down.17 to 24.. 
m -amingo.Leap and slash down vertically.27 to 33 . 
r = “lingo.Step forward and slash upwards_22 to 34 . 
sack.Step forward and slash.30 to 47 . 

ea Tnrust.Step forward/thrust with one hand.. 21 to 38.. 
.Spin and scatter.30 to 48 . 

Tnrust.Step forward/thrust with one hand.. 30 to 38 . 
jack.Step forward and slash.25 to 

Damage Range 

Technique Description Impact 
-er.: Horz Slash.Slash horizontally with one hand ... 19 to 27.. 
■src Sc Slash.Slash straight with one hand.17 to 24.. 

Sasr .Slash horizontally.11 to 24.. 
~ tfct.Slash upward with one hand.19 to 30.. 
•src _c Slash.Step forward and slash up.23 to 33 . 
acre Boat.Slash (feint).38 to 45 . 
t« Ust.Slash upward with one hand.15 to 23.. 
m « ro.Slash downward with one hand_32 to 41.. 
m 5rtte.Slash crosswise.18 to 24.. 
I S-ortts.Spin and slash down.38 to 45 . 
txrs Thrust.Follow and thrust.35 to 46 . 
aceve.Rotate and slash.15 to 28.. 

|w. .Slash upwards. ..20 to 31. .3. 
iaoec Slash. .Crouch and slash sideways. .. 19 to 30. .2. 
1am- Sar,. .Slash downward. .. 33 to 41. .3.. 

Slash. .Crouch and slash sideways. .. 14 to 24. .2. 
^iic. .Step forward and slash upward... .. 20 to 30 .... .3. 
tar 3od tSec)..., .Spin and slash vertically. .. 28 to 38 .... .4. 

.Thrust. .. 17 to 26. .2. 
lamosc Slash. .Crouch and slash sideways. .. 10 to 22. .2. 

..... Slash upwards. .. 19 to 30. .3. 
WmiSc *e. .Unsheathe sword and strike. .. 23 to 35 .... .3.1 

.Spin and slash sideways. .. 40 to 53 .... .3.1 
Soc . .Step forward and slash upward... ..20 to 31. .3.1 

FASTER BATTLE 

Beat your master to see the ending. Also, beating 
the master will allow you to play as him in tourna¬ 
ment and Versus modes. 

For each Dojo that you beat, you can play as that 
master in the Tournament and Versus modes. 
Beating the Udagawa Dojo unlocks Master 
Kakuma Udagawa. 
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MOVES 
Technique Name 
Rev Down Slash.. 
Rev Side Slash... 
Netherworld. 
Direct Blow. 
Side Slash. 
Goblin Slayer. 
Goblin Smasher... 
Helmet Split. 
Stabbing Demon .. 
Netherworld's Gift. 
Lightning Bolt. 

Technique Description 
. Reversed downward slash 
. Reversed side slash. 
. Suicidal tackle. 
. Slash vertically. 
. Slash sideways. 
. Jump and slash. 
. Leap and slash vertically.. 
. Stash vertically. 
. Leap and thrust. 
. Leap and thrust. 
Leap and slash vertically.. 

Impact Damage Range 
. 27 to 35.3.11 
. 22 to 32.2.14 
20 to 35.2.N/A 

.36 to 41.3.17 

.20 to 27.2.16 
41 to 50.4.26 
36 to 43.4.33 

. 40 to 47.4.19 
20 to 30.3.N/A 
10 to 25.2.N/A 
31 to 38.3.N/A 

Tsubaki Dojo Kumomushin -School 

Technique Is still In the formative stage, but 
can overwhelm opponents with sheer strength. 
Master: jmoemon Tsubaki Disciple: SeUchiro Shirai 

MOVES 
Technique Name 
Blade of Unyo 
Blade of Zangan .. 
Blade of Thrusting. 
Rev Down Slash... 
Biting Steel. 
Cut Down. 
Down Slash. 

Technique Description Impact 
. Slash downward.14 to 26 . 
, Slash downward.47 to 56 . 
Run in and slash.23 to 39 . 
Reversed down slash.27 to 36 . 
Step forward and slash downward .. 57 to 65 . 
Spin and slash.29 to 40 . 
Slash downward.28 to 40 . 

Damage Range 
.. 2.21 
.. 4.21 
.. 3.N/A 
.. 3.19 
.. 4.29 
.. 5.31 
.. 3.N/A 

Kadokura Dojo Fudo-School 

Favors large, heavy swords that can kill with a 

single blow. 

Master: Shlgetoshi Kadokura Dlsapte: Kanenobu Nwnura 

There are a number of variations that you car m 
together; try them all out to see what worts » 
for you. However, there are certain rules thsr o 
should abide by. One of your combos stojc 
involve a strong stabbing motion at the enc t cj 
such as the Dark Thrust; they usually deal a cun 
damage. You’ll also want some low attacks -J 
favorite low attack combo is Crouched isrj 
Crouched Slash, and Crouched Slash. This c;—J 
will attack low, plus it covers a wide range. «nct 
will hit enemies even if they dash to the side, sa - J 
you’ll want a combo that deals a bit more da-t^t] 
than the previous one, but still covers a 
range. A fine combo for this purpose c 
Horizontal Slash, Side Slash, and Helmet Sara 
combo. You have a little more freedom in diorszM 
your last combo; but we recommend a combe re: 
is fast and charges towards the enemy. The S>:r 
Pierce and Multi-Thrust and combo, or I 
Netherworld combos should wort astl 
Nevertheless, since there are a variety of JBeael 
moves in the game, try other combos out r k| 
which suit your fighting style. 

The only effect that swords have on the s~e t 
the super; that is, the word determines *-ar or 
super will be. My favorite sword is the Masaru* 
Its super can be difficult to land, since -se=s* 
backing up will allow you to escape it What ex 
enemy is at a distance, or misses with a zrm 
initiate the super. 
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j^nq to try playing Digjihon World, you’d better make sure you're wearing two pairs of •$ 

s See, some of these Digfmon are so vicious and twisted they were actually banned from > 

That’s okay with them, there are more things to blow up m video games’ anyway. Like you. 

-ink you’ve got enough game for Digimon World, bring it. But don’t say we didn’t warn you. -f 

mww 
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RAYMAN 2: 
REVOLUTION 
Codes And Maps 

H 
DIRECT ACCE55 TO BONUS 
MAP 
In the first map, in the Options Menu / Language / 
Voices, select the “RAYMANIAN” language (don’t 
validate it), keep L1+R1 pressed and input the 
following button sequence: L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2. 
A new menu will appear with the three Multiplayer 
Bonus Maps. 

BABY SOCCER BONUS MAP 
During the game (before you complete it), press and 
hold L1+R1. Now input the following button 
sequence: L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2. The names of the 
players appear on the baby globox. 

UNLOCK ALL OTHER CHEATS 

THE WORLD IS 
NOTENOUGH 
Secret Cheats 

In any other map, go to the Sound Menu, select the 
'MUTE” option, but don't turn on the Mute option. 
While holding the LI +R1, input the following button 
sequence: L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2. A new menu with 
the rest of the Cheat Codes will appear. 

PfJ] e have provided all the cheats and their functions in the game. All of r- 
cheats are enabled by beating the respective agent's times. So wtial mr- 

I you waiting for? Start skulking! 

AGENT SECRET5 
Stage Time Secret 
King’s Ransom . .2:20 .. ... .King of Hill Multiplayer 
Underground Uprising . .2:15 ... ... .Forest Multiplayer i 
Midnight Departure . .3:05 .. ... .Soldier Skins 

.3:15 ... ... .Sky Rail Multiplayer 
City of Walkways 1 . .3:35 .. ... .Civilian Skins 
Meltdown . .Finish .. ... .Villain Skins 1 

i WM—M 
Courier . .2:00 .. ... .Suit Skins 

H|ng’s Ransom ___ .3:45 .. ... .Security Guard Skins 
Cold Reception. .3:15 ... —Air Raid Multiplayer 

JBHRRKRUBL. .3:50 .. ... Covert Skins 
Turncoat . .3:20 .. ... .Capture The Briefcase 

Multiplayer < 
Fallen Angel . .2:45 .. ... .Gadget War Weapons 
Meltdown . .Finish .. ... .Classic Villain Skins 

Thames Chase . .4:25 .. ... .Exotic Weapons 
Underground Uprising . .Finish .. ... .Skeleton Skins < 
Cold Reception. .3:05 .. ... .Exotic Skins 

light Watch .2:20 .. ... .Castle Multiplayer 
Masquerade . .4:20 .. ... .Scientist Skins 

.■■■■■.■ .2:55 ... :\.:Navy Skins 
Meltdown. .Finish .. ... .Golden Gun Multiplayer 
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World Destruction League™ is back. 
And they're taking aerial combat to new 
heights with WarJetz. All of the mayhem 
is televised globally in front of thousands 
of spectators watching from below try not 
to drop any bombs on them. WDL: WarJetzT 
Where world destruction goes prime tim 
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II of the cards in the game unlock certain hidden items, such as draft 
illustrations, movies and a whole lot more. Follow the conditions for 
obtaining the card, and you’ll unlock the secret content. 

FIRST TIME - this means after you beat a mission for the first time, you’ll unlock the content of the card in question. 
SECOND TIME - this means beating a mission for the second time after finishing Adventure Mode. This doesn’t mean just completing a m 

# Card Type Card Name 

j 9 ) Adventure Card | The Ancient Forest 
10 Adventure Card Mid-air Rendezvous 
11 I Adventure Card j Heart of the Mine 

Mission Scenery-AUTOGYRO 
Mission Scenery-Stealth Jet 

Adventure Card Towers of Terror 
j Mission Scenery-Bf109 | 

Mission Scenery-F4U CORSAIR 

Clear "The Adventure Begins" (second w| 
Clear "The Desert Express” (second br _ 

| Clear “Take the low Road” (second t~e 
Clear "The Labyrinth” (second tir 
Clear "Stormy Seas" (second time) 
Clear "Blown Away” (second time) 

■ Clear "The Great Divide" (second tirr> 
Clear “Relief from Above" (second tk 
Clear "The Ancient Forest” (second tr 
Clear “Mid-air Rendezvous” (se 
Clear “Heart of the Mine" (second ti' 
Clear “Towers of Terror” (second tir 

! 13 Adventure Card S.O.S. Mission Scenery-Shinden Clear "S.O.S.” (second time) j 
: i4| Adventure Card Over the Falls Mission Scenery-FLOATPLANE Clear "Over the Falls” (second time 
| 15 j Adventure Card A Storm before the Calm j Mission Scenery-SWORDFISH Mk.l [ Clear ‘A Storm before the Calm" (secrnc ■ 

16 Adventure Card A Tight Squeeze Mission Scenery-Me262 Clear “A Tight Squeeze" (second time 
17 j Adventure Card The Valley of Fire 1 Mission Scenery-Bf109 j Clear “The Valley of Fire” (second time 
18 Adventure Card The Great Falls Mission Scenery-PULSEJET Clear “The Great Falls” (second time 
19 j Adventure Card Maximus j Mission Scenery-SWORDFISH MkJ | Clear “Maximus” (second time) 
20 Adventure Card The Adventure Begins Mission Scenery Only Clear “The Adventure Begins" (first t~e 
21 j Adventure Card The Desert Express | Mission Scenery Only j Clear “The Desert Express" (first time 
22 Adventure Card Take the Low Road Mission Scenery Only Clear “Take the Low Road” (first time 
23 | Adventure Card The Labyrinth | Mission Scenery Only | Clear “The Labyrinth” (first time) 
24 Adventure Card Stormy Seas Mission Scenery Only Clear "Stormy Seas" (first time) 
25] Adventure Card Blown Away i Mission Scenery Only I Clear “Blown Away” (first time) 
26 Adventure Card The Great Divide Mission Scenery Only Clear "The Great Divide” (first time) 
27 Adventure Card Relief from Above Mission Scenery Only Clear "Relief from Above" (first time 
28 Adventure Card The Ancient Forest Mission Scenery Only Clear “The Ancient Forest" (first time 

29 J 1 Adventure Card Mid-air Rendezvous j Mission Scenery Only j Clear “Mid-air Rendezvous" (first time 
30 Adventure Card Heart of the Mine Mission Scenery Only Clear “Heart of the Mine” (first time 

31 i 
i Adventure Card Towers of Terror Mission Scenery Only [ Clear “Towers of Terror” (first time) 

32 Adventure Card S.O.S. Mission Scenery Only Clear “S.O.S” (first time) 

in Adventure Card Over the Falls Mission Scenery Only Clear “Over the Falls” (first time) 
34 Adventure Card A Storm before the Calm Mission Scenety Onty - Clear “A Storm before the Calm" (firsz r~e 

S Adventure Card A Tight Squeeze Mission Scenery Only 1 Clear “A Tight Squeeze” (first time) j 
36 Adventure Card The Valley of Fire Mission Scenery Only Clear “The Valley of Fire” (first time: 3 Adventure Card The Great Falls 1 Mission Scenery Only 1 Clear “The Great Falls” (first time) 
38 Adventure Card Maximus Mission Scenery Only Clear “Maximus" (first time) 

Customize Card Bf-109 Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Bf-109 
40 Customize Card Bf-109 Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Bf-109 
41 Customize Card Swordfish 1 Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Swordfish 
42 Customize Card Swordfish Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Swordfish 
431 Customize Card Pulse Jet Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Pulse Jet 
44 Customize Card Pulse Jet Sample Customized Aircraft Clear Maximus with Pulse Jet 
45 Data Card SWORDFISH Mk.l CUSTOM (1) CG Rendering (Quarter View) Get Swordfish triple wing 
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DRIVING EMOTION 
TYPE-S Tracks And Cars 

THE CARS 
Some of the cars are available from the start of the 
game, while others will need to be unlocked by 
placing first on certain tracks in ARCADE TYPE-S. 
Some will need to be unlocked by completing a 
track before a certain time in the TIME ATTACK 
mode. Gentlemen, start your engines. 

HONDA Track to beat 
Civic type R.Available at start 
Honda S2000.Suzuka Circuit (Div.3) 
Integra type R.West Coast (Div.1) 
NSX S Zero.Tsukuba Circuit (Div.1) 

MAZDA Track to beat 
Mazda MX-5 Miata (NB8C).. Available at start 
Mazda MX-5 Miata (NA8C).. Line: Autocross 1: 

0:13:206 
Mazda RX-7 (FD3S).Urban Highway (Div.1) 
Mazda RX-7 (FC3S).Line: Autocross 2: 

0:20:909 

MITSUBISHI Track to beat 
FTO GP version R. 
Pajero Super Exceed. 
GTO Twinturbo. 
Lancer GSR Evolution VI.. 

.. Urban Highway (Div.3) 

.. Provence exp. (Div.3) 

.. Tsukuba Circuit (Div.2) 

.. Urban Highway (Div.2) 

NISSAN Track to beat 
Primera 2.0Te-v. 
Fairlady Z Versions 2by2 . 
Silvia spec-R. 
Skyline GT-R V-spec. 
180SX Type X. 

.. Provence beg. (Div.3) 

.. Suzuka Circuit (Div.2) 

.. West Coast (Div.2) 

.. West Coast (Div.1) 

.. Line: Autocross 3: 
0:21:698 

SUBARU Track to beat 
Legacy Wagon GT-B.Suzuka Circuit (Div.2) 
Impreza WRX STIV. VI.Provence exp. (Div.2) 

TOYOTA (10 total) Track to beat 
Celica.Available at start 
MR-S.Available at start 
Lexus IS200.Tsukuba Circuit (Div.3) 
Chaser Tourer V.Provence beg. (Div.2) 

Supra.Provence beg. 
MR2.Line: Autocross - 

0:28:170 
Sprinter Trueno GTV.Line: Autocross 2 

0:20:909 
Corolla Levin GTV.Line: Autocross t 

0:13:206 

ALFA ROMEO Track to beat 
Alfa GTV 3.0 V624V.Urban High a?. :* 

BMW Track to beat 
BMW 328 Ci.Suzuka Cirar: a 

FERRARI Track to beat 
360 Modena.Urban Highvei J 
F50.Suzuka Cirar Zfc: 

PORSCHE Track to beat 
Boxster S.Urban Highwai j 
911 GT3.Provence exc D»; 

TVR Track to beat 
Griffith Blackpool B340 _Suzuka Qtui M 

ADDITIONAL HIDDEN CARS 
JGTC Raybrig NSX 
JGTC Castrol Mugen NSX 
JGTC Mobil 1 NSX 
JGTC Denso Supra GT 
JGTC Castrol Supra 
JGTC FK/Massimo Cerumo Supra 
JGTC Pennzoil Nismo GTR 
JGTC Arta Zexel Skyline 
JGTC Calsonic Skyline 

I00% INDEPENDENT playstation magazine 

) SETTINGS FOR STEER M 
Given that the control in Type-S isn’t the greatest it's mpo 
configure the settings to feel comfortable. Having a low margr ■ 
your car to shimmy left and right very easily, but having it too t 
make your car unresponsive. We’ve found the best setting to naa 
problem of both extremes is 80. Although Response ates r 
steering slightly, it is best to leave it at 0. However, depending or 
erences, you may want to slightly alter these recommendations 
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THE BOUNCER 
-ghting Bosses And Enemies_ 

e’ve listed fighting techniques to beat some of the tougher enemies and 
bosses, as well as provided tips for getting through some of the harder parts 
of the game. Now get out there and start kicking butt and taking names! 

-C-T1NG TECHNIQUES 

o°°o □91 

°°o SELECT 

ar-^ r tie bosses can be tough. In 
gaea. attack with whatever move 
—^ r be effective in the situation, 

-ghting robots, something 
re fines of Sion’s Torpedo kick 

m vanohouse is useful; use quick 
aacc *£ these to halt the robots’ 
see- and finish them off safely and 
aacc< Against human enemies, try 

diem when you can. This will 
ma a lot of damage and get you 
t- r levels quickly and safely. 

tosses, such as Mugetsu or 
bajaneo, usually have a fighting 
■nr* rat can be easily deciphered. 

fcr- xderestimate the usefulness 
t acbong. Knowing when to block 
ml aasrmine if you’re successful. 

Although these special attacks are 
probably the most interesting part of 
the battle system, try limiting your 
use of them; they do minimal 
damage, and will do little more than 
distract you from fighting. 

Bouncer Points__ 
This is another cheap aspect of The 
Bouncer. While fighting, no matter 
how severely you punish an enemy, 
the most important thing to 
remember is to get the last hit If you 
don’t kill the enemy, you will receive 
less BP. Keep a check on your allies, 
so that they will not receive your 
much needed BP. 

I find that back attacks are a little 
cheap, since they cannot be blocked. 
So, if you find yourself surrounded by 
enemies, move yourself in a position 
where you are facing them. Use back 
attacks to your advantage, too; if a 

In Versus mode, you can use the 
bosses and other enemies from story 
mode. They are unlocked simply by 
beating them in Story mode. The 
complete list of characters is as 
follows: Echidna, Dauragon 1, 
Dauragon 2, Dauragon 3, Dauragon 
4, Mugetsu 1, Mugetsu 2, PD-4, 
Dominique, Kaldea, Wong, Leann 

dUdCK panel! i. uiK.e u is uim-uvcicu, 
you should have no problem 
disposing of that boss. 

attacked, stop what you’re 
doing and defend her. Also 
keep in mind that this 
segment is long and full of 
battles, so conserve your 
energy. The best way to go 
about this is to find an 
effective move — we 
recommend the Torpedo Kick 
— and keep doing it. This 
method may be boring, but it 
works. You can also finish this 
segment another way: just 
run past everyone. However, if 
you do, you’ll earn less BP. 

Finding the Key Card 
The key is always in one of 

three spots, which changes 
depending upon the order 
you open up lunch boxes. In 
the front of the train car, on 
the ground is one lunch box; 
to the back right, on a bench 

is another 
box ; on the 
bench directly 
across from 
the previous 
box, is the 
final one. The 
card key is 
always in the 
third box that 
you open. 

Dauragon_ 
The final boss can be a bit of 
a pain. The best way to beat 
him is to attack him from 
behind. Let Dauragon fight 
with your allies and then hit 

him from behind. The 
most useful attacks are ones 
that knock him down, such as 
Sion’s. If your allies die, try to 
block all of his attacks, and 
then wait for an opening. 
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omnusHA 
Boss Strategies And General Tips □ he most challenging aspect of Capcom's samurai adventure game are the 1 

bosses. They all fight differently, but there are some useful strategies that 1 
can be used against them to achieve certain victory. 

GENERAL TIPS 

Block Often 
Unlike in the Resident Evil 
games, you can actually block 
most attacks in Onimusha by 
hitting the LI button. Obviously, 
if there’s an opponent much 
larger than you, his attacks will 
cause damage even if you do try 
to block. Regardless, if you ever 
get surrounded or backed into a 
corner and don’t know what 
to do, just play it safe and go on 
the defensive. 

The In and Out 
Probably the best way to fight 
most major enemies is with the 
in and out strategy. Hold down 
R1, so that your character can 
dodge in and out quickly. Then, 
dash in, strike once or twice and 
then dash back. Wait for the next 
opening in your opponent's 
attack and then repeat. This 
tactic should allow you to take 
down most enemies without 
getting hit 

Strafing 
Since combat plays such an 
important role in this game, it’s 

good that our lead characters 
can move around quickly. When 
holding down the R1 button, you 
can strafe around an opponent 
and still face towards them. This 
allows you to dodge strong 
incoming attacks by sidestepping 
and then counterattacking from 
another angle. Practice this 
technique often. 

Knockdown Combo 
Finishing off a demon is easy if 
you knock them down with your 
kick (down + Square) and then 
stab them when they’re on the 
ground. This is a great combina¬ 
tion because it greatly reduces 
your chances of getting hit and 

shortens the amount of time 
you have to spend fighting. Most 
of the basic demons will fall for 
this technique. 

Build Up Your Energy 
During the first part of the game, 
you should try and defeat as 
many enemies as you can. That’s 
because they aren’t that difficult 
and you can quickly build up 
a reserve of their energy in 
your mystic gauntlet. You can 
then use that energy to make 
your weapons stronger. The 
faster you build up your 
weapons, the better off you’ll be 
in the long run. 

THE BOSSES 

This guy actually looks a lot tougher than he is. Don’t 
let his size fool you, though, because he can actually 

move around rather quickly, often taking you by 
surprise. The best thing to do here is to make sure 
that you have your special attack bar fully charged. 
As soon as you can, execute a single special attack. 
Then, follow it up with an attack combination. After 
that, back off and keep your distance. If you still have 
some special attacks available to you, use them, but 
be mindful of his club. It covers a lot of area quickly 
and causes a lot of damage. If you just keep your 
distance and focus on using the In and Out technique, 
this big fella should fall in no time. Oh, sometimes, 
this boss will just try and run towards you. If you move 
out of the way, he’ll run into the wall and give you 
plenty of opportunity to get in some good hits. 

This battle is straight out of an anime shew. 
moonlit rooftop, you see your enemy in the s' a - « 
facing away from you. He turns, reveairs ■ - M, 
and you start to feel like running away. Unforced* 
in this game, you can’t do that You’re gore r -ar 
to stand your ground and fight The thing, i \ in M 
guy is that he’s fast AND strong. He also atair J 
wind magic, which can push you away "he M 
strategy here is to keep moving to the side y 
Don’t stand directly in front, unless you're tarerm. 
That’s because almost all of his attacks, suer a M 
charge, hit straight on. If you keep off to the soe. ■ 
has a much harder time hitting you. Wt«e-@«? * 
misses an attack, let him have it with a ta~seH 
sword strikes. If you find yourself trapper — m 
rooftop corner, don’t freak out. Just block, ar; M 
he gets knocked back, strafe to the side an: in* 
safe place again. 

Boss #3 - Fighting With Yourself 

If this isn't a symbolic fight, we don’t knon «-*■ 
Having to face yourself in battle can be xre ~e- 
lenging, for the obvious reasons. Your rcca* 
knows your moves and strategies just as rei s n 
do. That’s why the key here is not being offenaejJ 
rather being defensive. Wait for your i|i>n i ii J 
make the attacks and then take advantage s -*■ 
openings. In general, the "evil" Samanosuee -zM 
main attacks. For the most part, he’ll just n e m 
you with his sword. However, every so cter. 
shoot an energy attack your way. This is the 
to mount an offensive. As soon as you see re -* 
attack forming, strafe to the side and charge r «r 
your sword. If you have enough energy for anatfl 
attack, use that. Whatever you do, just dor: k 
a crazy button-mashing fury because he za * 
advantage of that. Be patient and strike m ■ 
he’s about to do a big sword swing (youl s 
arms pull back) or an energy attack. Aisc tj c ■ 
as close as you can to him. If you’re to: ~a 
you’ll never get an attack in. 
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-te s 5 unique battle because you’re getting 
"-om all sides and above. There really isn't a 

H m aacs to stand. So, what you want to do is keep 
I -mri sound as best you can. The best weapon 

ns boss is the rifle, because you can attack 
H « rr any area in the room. If you rely on your 
■■k o/1l find that it’s quite difficult to actually 
■ *ct ie: Now, since you want to save your ammo 
I w vzu still need to use your sword against the 

that are attacking you on the ground. That 
Hmbe o/re going to end up doing a lot of weapon 
Hhk3tc. Since your gun will auto-aim (if you hold 
I an re R1 button), you only need to keep track of 
■ re ground monsters are. Make sure you keep 

usance and use your sword if they get too 
I k T®i switch back to the rifle and refocus your 
■•nr on the boss. If you haven’t used your rifle 
I any other enemies, then you should have 
I w— rf ammo to finish her off. However, if you run 

out, you're just going to have to rely on your trusty 
swords for the finishing blows. 

Boss #5-A Second Meeting 

You should remember this dark knight from your 
encounter with him on the rooftop. The unfortunate 
thing is that he’s much stronger now and has a larger 
variety of attacks. He also blocks your attacks more 
often. Not only that, but he moves more quickly and 
can charge at you before you even get a chance to 
react It’s better to handle this fight defensively. Keep 
moving around and don't get too anxious with your 
attacks. Watch out for his large sword swings and his 
red whirlwind attack. After the swings, move in for a 
few hits and then back off. As soon as you get his 
energy level pretty low, he’ll switch weapons and 
charge at you often. Just wait for the charge, strafe 
out of the way and hit him from the side or back. 
Repeat this a few times and he'll no longer be a 
problem. Above all, keep moving around the circle so 
that you don't get trapped in a corner. 

Despite the fact that this is the final boss, he's 
actually a bit easier than some of the other bosses 
you have faced. He doesn't really move around, so 
you don’t have to worry too much about being 
pinned in a corner. Still, his three main attacks are 
quite damaging and cover a large area. His main 
attack is sending out multiple energy spheres that 
shoot electrical energy towards the ground. The best 
tactic against them is watch where their shadows fall 
and move out of their way. He then normally follows 
this up with either a laser beam attack from his eyes 
or a slashing attack with his arms. If he starts to 
shoot the lasers, watch the area that they appear in 
and move to the opposite side of the room. If he pulls 
back his arm to slash at you, just block. He almost 
always slashes twice, so keep that in mind. Normally, 
there is plenty of time to get in some hits in between 
these attacks. He’s pretty strong, though, so it’s best 
if you have all of your swords' special attacks 
powered up before you even challenge him. Hit him 
with all of them and it should only take a few minutes 
to finish him off. 

challenging “secret'' 
unlock in this game would easily have 
to be the Bishamon sword. Extremely 
powerful and containing an unlimited 
magical energy, this sword makes 
finishing the game so much easier. 
However, it will take the most skilled 
of samurai to actually find it. Are you 
up for the challenge? 

There are only two locations in the 
game where you can be transported 
to the Dark Realm. One is located in a 
well and the other in the main 
building. In these two places, you will 
come across a strange-looking man 
that drops down from the ceiling. 
When you're a strong enough warrior, 
he will offer to transport you to the 
Dark Realm. Accept and you will find 
yourself battling through a large 
number of levels, all inhabited by 
demons found in the game. As you go 
deeper, the demons become more 
and more powerful and the number 
of herbs and medicines greatly 
reduces. You’ll have to rely on your 

combat stills to make it to the end. If 
you do, you’ll be awarded with the 
Bishamon Ocarina. That whistle, in 
turn, can open a room that houses the 
Bishamon sword. We’re not going 
to tell you exactly where the sword 
is located but we will say that you 
can find it somewhere between the 
three last bosses. 

Note: Since this is a very difficult task, 
you should make sure you have several 
herbs and/or medicines with you 
before you even try. If you don't have 
many, you can try it anyway. Fight 
through a couple of levels and pick up 
all the herbs you can find. Then return 
to the normal world. Then, go back 
into the Dark Realm and get 
some more herbs. Do this until you 
have a good supply. 

BONUS ITEMS 

sf the things that determines 
wm. sectional modes and extras you 
■m a the end of Onimusha ai 
ts =uotte Stones. There are twenty 
■ diem in total and they’re S throughout the entire game, 

you can’t see where they are... 
t have to check every square 

■n d every background. Later oi 
«cl ind the Vision Staff, which lets 
pa 3se the stones easily. However, by 
s tr-e. you will not have access to 
a ass of the game. That’s why you 
•■se r check everywhere you can, 
ton te very start 
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SELECT STRATEGY 

CODES 
This month's hottest cheats 

HIDDEN TRASH BIN WEAPON 
; Enter the dressing room and Iris- 
j opponent into the trash bin. The 

HI 
This should open up all the beaches, 
including the hidden Arctic Beach and 
the hidden “Iceman" surfer. 

UNLOCK ALL TRACKS 
Enter HELLOCLEVELAND in the "Create 
New Driver Profile” screen. 

UNLOCK ALL CARS 
Enter ONECAREFULOWNER at the “Create 
New Driver Profile” screen. 

CAR CODES 
To unlock select cars, one at a time, enter 
the following vehicle codes at the “Create 
New Driver Profile” screen: 

Car Code 
Lancer Road Car  .....OFFROAD 
Mini Cooper...JOBINITALY 

VARIOUS CHEATS 
Enter the following cheats at the Bonus 
screen which is found in the Options menu. 

...JIMMYSCAR At the Bonus screen choose the Enter 

.COOLESTCAR | Cheat Code option. Then, enter the cheats 
listed below. These codes will not work in 
Championship Mode. 

START WITH ALL SPELLS 
At the title screen, hold R2 and press O □ | 
O A O A. If you hear "I gotcha", you have 
entered the code correctly. 

THEME PARK ROLLER COASTER 

EVERYTHING IS FREE 
Inside the amusement park, enter «■ * X 
O (input this combination eight times) 

GOLDEN TICKETS 
Inside the amusement park, enter 
■* o O (enter this combination 
four times) 

COUN MCRAE RALLY 2.0 

HIDDEN CHARACTERS AND BONUS 
TRACK CHEATS 
Too lazy to unlock all the stuff manually? No 
problem. We’ve got you covered. All of the 
following cheats are entered at the Main 
Menu. 

Character Or Track Cheat Code 
Foghorn Leghorn.■* ■» L2 □ □ Select 
Pepe Le Pew.«■ ♦ R1 O □ Select 
Yosemite Sam-* ♦ R2 □ O Select 
Sylvester.«■ «• LI AO Select 
Rocky_A ♦ R2 O O Select 
Granny_O A A LI R1 Select 
Gossamer_A O R2 R1 D Select 
Duck Dodgers.L2 □ □ A O Select 
Evil Scientist...□ O L2 R2 A Select 
Genie_□ LI R1 A O Select 
Hector_A L2 LI A □ Select 
Garden Speedway.R1 ♦ LI □ Select 
Planet X Speedway ,...R1 □ O L2 A Select 
Duck Speedway_O «• □ □ R2 Select 
Forest Speedway_A R2 «■ A LI Select 
Planet Y..■* «■ AL2L1 Select 
Wackyland.LI O □ R2 A Select 
ACME Factory.L2 R1 R2 A O Select 

WHO WANTS TO BE A 
MILLIONAIRE: SECOND EDITION 

NAME CODES 
Enter Both of these codes at the Name 
Entry screen. 
Silly Comment-REGIS 
Silly Comment 2-MILLIONAIRE 

Cheat Unlocked Code Entered 
705 Springs.-...—.VANISHING 
Chrome Cars..—T2 
Exploding Kerbs.KERBKRAWL 
Extra Power._.GRUNTSOME 
Low Gravity. 

HIDDEN SHOWER ROOM 
Enter the locker room and Irish Whip the 
opponent into the right wall. This will 
a hole to appear in the lower right side of 
the locker room, which leads to the shower 

HIDDEN VASE WEAPON 
Go to the VIP room and Irish IMi 
opponent into the vase. 

ARMY MEN: SARGE’S HERO 

INVINCIBILITY 
During the game press the sat at 
pause the game. Now enter □ (I 
If you entered the code correct^ n 
“INVINCIBLE" will be shown on me 

I when you return to the game. 

UNLOCK ALL WEAPONS AMHC 
During the game press the start tutor 
pause the game. Now enter h Z ■■ 
you entered the code correctly re «■ 
"POWER UP!" will be shown on re 
when you return to the game. 

cause SPYRO: YEAR OF THE 

.EUROPA 
.ETHANOL 

HIDDEN BOILER ROOM 
| Enter basement 1, where an arrow points to 
! a path leading to the car park. On the right ! 
j is a blocked outdoor and to the right of this 
i door is an iron mesh fence. Irish Whip the 
■ opponent into the fence. This will create a 
j large hole that leads to the boiler room. 

HIDDEN CHAIR WEAPON 
j Enter the lobby and Irish Whip t 
1 opponent into one of the tall grey “stanc 
; that holds the "Shopzone” sign. 

HIDDEN EXTINGUISHER WEAPON 
Enter the lobby and Irish Whip the j 

! opponent into the top left corner 

HIDDEN LOCKER ROOM WEAPONS 
| Enter the locker room and Irish Whip the 
■ opponent into the left single locker or the 
j right double locker. You will find up to four 

hidden weapons, including the guitar spade 
| can, or weightlifting bar. 

STAR WARS: DEMOLITION 

ALL CHARACTERS 
Select the "Preferences” option, n=r a 

I LI + R1. Enter "WATTO_SHOP” a re J 
Mind Trick screen to unlock al ra-star 

: Play as Tamtel Shreej 

j Successfully complete the gare «*• 
least 10,000 credits with Bote =* r 

1 Wade Vox to unlock Tamtei Shree. Pa 

I Successfully complete the &rr 
j least 10,000 credits with Genera 
; Tia & Ghia to unlock Pugwis. Pia 

j Successfully complete the gpn 
least 10,000 credits with Aura 
Quagga to unlock Wrttin. Play as 

: Successfully complete the gar 

LUNAR 2 ETERNAL BLUE COMPLETE 
Gwyn: Ultimate Code.8008461803e7 

8008461a000f 
8008461 c03e7 
8008461 e03e7 
80G8462003e7 
8008462203e7 
8008462403e7 
8008462603e7 
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i : DOC crecBts with Tamtel Shreej, 
h to unlock Malakili. Play 

r. Oarth Maul, and 

suh. complete the game with at 
S credits with Malakili to unlock 

■t Darth Maul, and Lobot Droid 

Up" allows you to select costume color, the 
number of energy bars, and the ability to 

j permanently power up your Cipher 

STRIDER HIEN (STRIDER1) 
Successfully complete the game to unlock 

Cliffhanger. 
Double Candy Bar. 
Cordobes___ 
Looping_h 
Staying Alive.■ 
Hart Attack. 

MOS EISLEY 
buildings with the same 

re center of the area. Ride to the 
Droid power-up. Next to 

■ere 5 another one with a slope, 
•e sope. ride to the top. Drive into 
rse cutdngs and you’ll be transport¬ 
er Tie other building, acquiring the 

rowe. no 
» reewr 

mm • re can' 

INFINITE BOOST (STRIDER 2) 
Successfully complete the game with IN-GAME CHEATS 
Strider Hien to unlock the “Infinite Boost” j 
selection on the option menu. 

STAGE 00 
Successfully complete both Strider 1 and 
Strider 2 to unlock Stage 00 in Strider 2. 

nmw* ■ 
CLASSIC DAYMAN MINI-GAME 

i Collect over 90% of the Lums in the game, 
then complete the game a 

). Repeat this to get a 

the three probe droids that 
! aound the area. Each carries a 

power-up. 

EATH STAR II 
» re TIE Fighters, or let them kill 
■e They'll release a power-up. 

C K»E (STRIDER 1) 
SLt. complete the game to unlock 
^er Set-Up” and “Stage Select” 

credits to complete to play a mini-game 
based on the original Rayman. 

HOTORACER WORLD 1 TOUR 

STUNT LIST 
EASY 
Figure 
SolitLeesin V. 

Description 

Tailstand.♦ + 
! Cuffed—... ♦ ♦ 4 
: Sitting with legs and no hands.«■ * ♦ 

Kneeling on the handlebar.♦ + ♦ 
; Front Fender Grab_♦ ♦ 
! Aerial...«■ ♦ 

MEDIUM 
Figure 
Head on handlebar.. 
Double Can Can. 

Description 

Left Can Can. 
NacNac.. 
LeftNacNac_ 
Nothing_ 

4 * * * 4 

Windsurf. T ♦ 4, 4, ♦ 
Saran Wrap. 
Heel Clicker. 

-."" 

HARD 
Figure Description 

Superman Seat Grab_ 

80084492000f 
8008449403e7 
8008449603e7 
8008449803e7 
8008449a03e7 
8008449c03e7 
8008449e03e7 Ronfar: Ultimate Code.. 
800844a003e7 
3008447d0063 

.. 8008449003e7 
80084492000f 
8008449403e7 
8008449603e7 

All Cheats in 007 only be work on 
completed Missions. 

Pre-Mission Replay 
Successfully complete the Pre-Mission in 
less than 90 seconds If this is done, yqu'll 
be able to see the pre-mission replay 
instead of the CG sequence. 

Slippery Track 
j Knock out all 11 fire hydrants on the 'Gimme 

a Brake' Mission (the mission must also be 
completed successfully). If this is done, all 
track surfaces are as slippery as soap. 

No Radar Two-Player 
Successfully complete 'Ambush' with at 
least 85% health still intact no Radar is 
present on the HUD during Two-Player 
gameplay. 

Unlock all Missions 
Successfully complete the 'Highway 
Hazard’ Mission without hitting any traffic. 
Now, all missions are available to play in any 
order in 00 Agent Mode. 

Red Sea 
Disable all three tanks on the 'Survive the 
Jungle’ Mission, and complete the mission 
successfully. Now all of the water in the 
levels turns red. 

Funky Missile Trail 
All 'empty' tents [those not containing 
power-ups] must still be intact when the 
level is successfully completed.. Now, 
smoke trails on Hellfires and Stingers are 
multi-colored, shifting rapidly through 
several hues. 

Crazy Skids 
If you successfully complete the 'Escape' 

8008449803e7 
8008449a03e7 
8008449c03e7 
8008449e03e7 
800844a003e7 
3008453f0063 

.. 8008430803e7 
8008430a000f 
8008430c03e7 
8008430e03e7 
800843100367 
8008431203e7 
8008431403e7 

STRATEGY 

Mission with 100% score, skid marks 
appear bright GREEN as opposed to their 
usual black. 

Double Health 
When you successfully complete the 'Break 
Out' Mission with 100% health still intact- 
all Medical kits are worth double their 
original value: 50 points. 

Double Damage 
If you make all of the Nitro and TSP-6060 
pickups in the ‘River Race' Mission, and suc¬ 
cessfully complete it in Two-Player, any 
damage inflicted on the opposing player is 
worth double its original value. 

Purple Explosions 
Complete the 'Download' Mission with a 
perfect score. Now, all of the explosions in 
all levels appear purple instead of orange. 

Blue Goggles 
Successfully complete the ‘Submerged’ 
Mission with 100% health. Now, the security 
cameras in Mission 8 'Break Out’ (usually 
GREEN) and the IRGoggles in Mission 11 
'Submerged' (usually RED) are tinted BLUE 

All Gadgets 
Complete the ‘Showdown’ Mission in less 
than 2:00. Now, all of the weapons in the 
game are available in all levels 

BUTTON COMBO CHEATS 
Aston Martin Vantage in 2Player 
Press the following button combination on 
the TITLE Screen: LI R1 A O X The Aston 
Martin Vantage is unlocked for use in Two- 
Player gameplay. 

UNLOCKED MULTIPLAYER ARENAS 
Two-Player Arena 
Successful complete Mission 7 (Escape) in 
Agent mode. This will unlock the previous- 
ly-unavailable 'COMPOUND' Two-Player 

Two-Player Arena 
Successfully complete Mission 10 
(Download) in 00 Agent mode. This will 
unlock the previously-unavailable 
'ROOFTOPS’ Two-Player track. 

8008431603e7 
8008431803e7 
300842f50063 

. 8008424403e7 
80084246000f 
8008424803e7 
8008424a03e7 
8008424c03e7 
8008424e03e7 
8008425003e7 
8008425203e7 
8008425403e7 
300842310063 

□95 
SELECT 
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>• LETTERS 
The answer to your question is 
just a letter or an e-mail away 

1. Is the PS2 a "full feature” DVD player? In 
other words, can one pause, skip chapter, 
access the DVD menus and special features on 
the DVD menus? 

2. Also, I saw in your PS2 guide a small screen 
that attaches to the PSOne that makes the 
PSOne somewhat portable. When will that be 
available? Do you have any information on the 
price? Also, there seemed to be a cell phone or 
some similar-looking device attached to one of 
the front “ports' on the PSOne. What WAS that? 

Greg, greg@vermontcouriercom 

menus and special 
features. At the 
moment, it doesn't 
support some more 
advanced playback 
features (such as 
smooth scan fast- 
forward and reverse, 
random play, etc.) 
found in higher-end 
units. However, as the 
recently released PS2 
model SCPH-18000 
for Japan proves, 
these features can be 

later with a simple driver update. 
There's talk that Gran Turismo 3 may be the 
first U.S. game to include such a driver 
update, so keep your eyes peeled. 

As for LCD screens for the PSone, there 
actually are a couple of third-party ones 
already available on the market, both of 
which retail in the $150 range. Sony's 
"official’’ screen isn’t out yet, but it’s 
expected to be priced in the same range. The 
cell phone adaptor we showed in our original 
news story about the PSone was just that: a 
way to connect the system (and both the 
original PlayStation and PlayStation 2) up to 
a cellular phone for Internet access. This 

device is only planned for J 
moment, and doesn’t have a set 
but there's always a chance it'll 
to these shores. 

The Big Freeze fl 
1. After reading your review of rtarurti 
saying how the shortcuts and all that ~aoea 
worth a buy, I bought it Now, I Ire M 
something wrong with it. I’ve had it F 
twice since I bought it, once wl ... 
and once while playing 2 player Whets n 
with this? The PS2 should never freeze 

2. Also concerning Midnight Club. Sc a 
know about the purple transporter-rioe 
which unlock hidden cars (Super 'to 
Marauder for instance)? I was aj 
will unlock the cars in Arcade m 
stop in them, but not in Career Thats p> 

3. Concerning SSX (Best Snowtroardr* 
EVER), Hire’s trick book lists mcmes arc: 
combinations, but, it seems a litde fame.. 
says a button combination and the mo* 
but when I try that move out in the ^ne « 
something totally different!! I’m trying r ■ 
unlocking his other outfits, but us 
complete the tricks because the rfc i 

LINK-UP 1 "Link up" in the subject lin 

► Adam Greco, age 15 
adamgreco2000@hotmail.com 
Favorite Genres: Wrestling, First-Person 
Shooters, Sports, Survival Horror 
Favorite Games: FIFA 99, FIFA 2000, 
WWF Smackdown, EON Anarchy Ruiz, 

Metal Gear Solid, RE1-3, Silent Hill 
Quote: “I fear no Quere" 

: Michele n , age 17 
gamer_girl@hotmail.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG, fighting, dance 

Favorite Games: Lunar SSSC, all the 
Final Fantasy incarnations, Xenogears, 
Metal Gear Solid, Bust-a-Groove, Streets 
of Rage 
Quote: “May I please be excused? My 
brain is full. 

► Jacob Peterson, age 17 
Jake5872566@yahoo.com 

Favorite Genres: first peranr - 
action, RPG, Survival honor 
Favorite Games: Fear [flea, ffer 
Solid, Silent Hill, Resident £w mem 
Final Fantasy (seriesL ■bai 
Armaggedon, Oddworid (senes 
Quote: “I wonder if Game cans 
even listen to us; as gamer. IVKS 3 
LIKEYOU! (Runs away) 
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t*» trick. Is this a glitch? Where can I get 
user nfo to do his moves?? 

arono_The_Gothic@hotmail.com 

t Hmmm... after countless hours of 
ffdnight Club, I have yet to experi- 

t) sort of freezing. All I can figure is 
cr game is defective in some way or 
ix PS2 is. You may want to try and 
ge your game for another copy, 
•y that should fix the problem. 

- .ust the way the designers made the 
t "ts makes you play all the different 
easy modes rather than just focusing 
t--indedly on Career. 

uady, if I remember right, there is no 
tm - complete all the tricks in SSX. There's 
mm —3nge sort of glitch which prevents it. 

■ e . the commands listed for certain 
mms xe not correct. 

3C Dilemma 
r-^r Day certain DVDs on my PS2, I've noticed 
■^■e : cure will ‘get darker’, “get lighter*, then 
^^sner' again, and it’ll do that throughout the 

BpKasied about nine DVDs on my PS2 system 
■■be as only occurred with TWO of them (one 

eel and one was a DVD I had bought). 
Hhb -o.ies this has occurred with were South 

Longer, and Uncut and Scary Movie. 
HflTr-S! movies I have play GREAT! 
[ «*-pension only has a coaxial input, so I have 
Hr hooked-up through my VCR using the 
^■GBes. then a coaxial cable going from my 
^■x nr television. 
I * xvone else having this problem? Is the 

«h the PS2 unit itself, or the DVDs? 
i the problem occurs only with certain 

■tv -an it MUST be the DVDs themselves, or 
k re way they are coded? 

^^L*<dogccHjntryOO@hotmail.com 

EEC” The problem you're having is 
■■■) die result of an anti-piracy method 
jms. "acrovision that's used on some discs. 

=^ied to prevent the copying of DVD 

movies onto video tape (or other media) by 
screwing up the signal if it passes through 
such a device on the way to your TV. I 
actually had this happen to me when I first 
got my stand-alone DVD player, and it's a real 
pain. From my experience, though, you 
should be able to buy an adjustable coaxial 
signal booster at Radio Shack or another 
electronics shop and put it between your 
VCR and TV in order to keep the signal at 
normal levels. If you’re not sure which one to 
get from looking at them, the salesperson 
should be able to help if you tell them your 
situation. 

If you've got the cash to spare, what I 
really recommend is investing in a new TV, 
preferably with S-Video input. I used to use 
the same setup you have (only coaxial input 
with a VCR to accept composite signal) and 
the difference is night and day. Good luck, 
and happy movie watching. 

Fast Cars, Faster Music 
1. Will Metallica’s movie, “A Year and a Half In The 
Life of Metallica’ play on a PS2? The movie has 
no regional marking on the back. 

2. Will the Mazda RX-7 be on the new Gran 
Turismo Three? Also, since the cars have already 
been created, wouldn’t it be highly likely that on 
the next GT (and there should be one) the cars 
wouldn’t have to be redesigned and allow for 
more time to create more cars? 

Yvonne Little, littlepeople@peedeeworld.net 

STEVE: 1. Yes, DVDs that are not regionally 
coded will work in all DVD players. 

2. I’m not 100% sure, but I think it will be. 
Sony is going to announce the complete 
car list in January, so you should know 
the answer to your question by the time 
you read this. 

SOF Invades P52? 
I have been reading about a game called Soldier 
Of Fortune. From the pics I have seen and the 
reviews I’ve been reading, this game sounds pretty 
bad ass. It this game eventually going to come out 
for the PS2? I figured that it is possible because 
the Dreamcast is getting a version of Soldier Of 
Fortune and it is getting Unreal Tournament also. 

GAMES WE 
WANT TO SEE 

FOOTLONG! 
In this game you 
would manage your 
very own hot dog 
stand - to the 

preparing your 
awesome hot dogs, 
you’d have to fend off 
space ninjas who are 
after your buns. You 
would also have to run 
every aspect of the 
business, and find 
ways to cut costs — 
such as using real dog 
meat If that's sHI too 
expensive, then maybe 

more up your alley. 
Hey, you have to do 

create the next fast- 
foxi empire! Will you 
end up the top dog or 
a real weiner? 

-•■age 14 
za23U7@juno.com 

■^rae Genres: Almost everything 
mmrnt Sanies: Driver, Test Drive 5,GT, 
- -IE. Spyro the Dragon, DD2, 
- -mm 1+2, Goldeneye, Ape Escape, 
utg> an forever. 

ME ‘Don’t eat lead. 

►Jay Noonan, age 14 
SSVegeto@juno.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG, Action, 
Adventure, Fighting ■ 
Favorite Games: FF7, Dragon ball GT, 
MGS, Final Fantasy Tactics, Xenogears, 
Chrono Trigger!! 
Quote: “I will become one with the 
planet! - Sephroth 

► Myles Simon, age 11 
Kamikaze_009@hotmail.com 
Favorite Genres: RPGs, Adventure, 
Action, Sports 
Favorite Games: Final Fantasy 7 and 8, 
Chrono Cross, Metal Gear Solid, Syphon 
Filterl and 2, Tony Hawks 
Quote: “I’ll kick your ass and reveal my 
true wrath” 

► Ray Villa, age: IB 
terra_flare_911 @yahoo.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG, Fighting, Dance, 
and Shooter. 
Favorite Games: Final Fantasy V, W, 
VII, VIII, Bust A Groove 2, Tony Hawk, 
Marvel I/S Capcom, Chrono Cross 
Quote: "I’ll give you just one piece of 
advice... Dying hurts like hell." 
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Dance, Dance Fever 

1 I heard that Dance Dance Revolution is coming to 
the U.S. in January. How many songs will it contain? 

2. When it comes to America, will it still have the 
"soft pad” instead of the lighted metal dance pad like 
the arcades? 

3. This one's kind of pointless, but have any of you guys 
played DDR? 

Anthony Chacon, kastmaster_1999@yahoo.com 

STEVE: 1. DDR is being released in the U.S. in 
January or February, so it should be out by the 

time you read this issue. The number of s. 
hasn’t been confirmed at press time, but I lu 
feeling that 40 seems about right 

2. The soft pad is going to be sold alongsic-r c. 
Metal would be far too expensive. 

3. Yes, we all have. However, I’ve been the ym 
who’s spent the most time trying to perfect - 
dance moves. 

Since PlayStation 2 has Unreal Tournament, do 
you think that Soldier of Fortune will be ported for 
the PS2? 

Rich Boag, Bogus3140@aol.com 

TOMMY: Activision’s Soldier of Fortune for PC 
was something of a rare bird. It was a gritty, 
gory FPS that really shook up the morality 
and violence in gaming argument in the 
summer of 2000. Due largely to the graphic, 
realistic portrayals of mercenaries decapitat¬ 
ing, disemboweling, and incinerating other 
human beings, among other things, the 
Attorney General of British Columbia chose 
to liable it "pornographic" rather than "bad 
ass" (that is, "pornographic" in the sense of 
Webster’s definition—"depicting acts in a 
sensational manner so as to arouse a quick 
intense emotional reaction”). In spite of 
SOF’s low-violence option, our brothers to 
the North slapped on an "Adults-Only" rating 
in their region, a feat achieved only by the 
most twisted action games, including the 
notorious Thrill Kill. 

But with FPS standards like Unreal and 
Quake making it to console, it’s a pretty safe 
bet that someone's willing to stick its neck 
out to publish other solid, although less 
known, FPS games on PS2. That someone 
will be Pipe Dream Interactive in cooperation 
with Majesco (the same folks that brought 
the PC’s Rainbow She and Rogue Spear to 

Dreamcast). From what we know now, it will 
be a pretty direct port of the PC game using 
the same engine, and it will have four-person 
multiplayer splitscreen game (and maybe 
even online multiplay, depending on the 
rollout of the network). But don’t expect this 
until at least the fourth quarter of this year, 
if not later. 

Computer Geek Goof-Up? 
I was playing Legend of Dragoon and I was just 
casually walking around Hoax and I went up to a 
fireplace and when I checked it, a message came 
up that said “The flame makes me want to “Do it”. 
Why? How? WHY?! This was so strange, that at 
first I didn't believe it and when I checked it again, 
sure as dirt, it was there again! Is this supposed to 
be in there? A programmer’s idea of a joke? Not 
to say it wasn’t funny, but it scared me.... 

Danny MinerAhhhcall911@cs.com 

TOKOYA: "It" is a very obscure word, which 
could indicate a number of things. In this 
case, the “it" probably refers to a noun from 
a previous sentence or phrase, meaning that 
you may have just forgotten, or missed the 
previous discussion. If you feel you missed 
something important, you should go back 
and confirm the meaning of this "it" On the 
other hand, sexually related words are 
nominally vulgar. So to avoid appearing 
“rude” and indiscrete, as much as possible. 

i' I ALSO ^ 
PON'T PAY FOR 

My CABLSVISIOV 
AH-AH-AH. 

LINK-UP ► 
►Scott Tudor, age 13 
niteperson7@hotmail.com 
Favorite Genres: Strategy, shooter, 
fighting, wrestling, action, racing 
Favorite Games: Metal Gear Solid; VR 
Missions; WWF Smackdown 

Quote: ‘Just bring it..” 

► Russ Ridgeway, age: 22 
Jedikestrel@yahoo.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG» 
Favorite Games: Final ■ Fantasy 8, 
Chrono Cross, Wild Arms 2, Legend of 
Mana, Threads of Fate. 
Quote: “Who needs family when you 

have just as many video game systems? 
hehehehehe)” 

► Matt Webb 
■vegetaanime@yahoo.com 
Favorite Genres: RPGs, Shooters, 
Horror 
Favorite Games: MGS, MGS VR 
Missions, Legend of Legeia 

Quote: “I shall not hesitate, tc < 
along with him is only a bonus far -ns 

► Neil Porche, age 14 
Neil09@juno.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG. - 
Adventure 
Favorite Games: The FnM -a— 
series, Metal Gear Solid, Tenctti ferp 
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HARDCORE 

□Id School 
I went through my closet yesterday and found my NES. I put aside my 
PS2 and went to hook up my NES. While I was playing Mega Man, I 
noticed that it was so much better than the games now. It may have had 
characters with only 3 colors, but when I played it, I was in videos 
bliss. Do you think with all the new graphics, codes, and secret characters 
that video games have lost their touch? 

Ukyo Nagasaki, ukyo77777@msn.com 

TOKOYA: If you're a nostalgic gamer, like myself, I'm sure that you 
miss the type of gameplay from the 8- and 16-bit days; it’s 
unfortunate that 2D gaming is becoming obsolete. Nevertheless, 
I wouldn’t say that videogames have lost their touch, but 
with the introduction of 3D, many companies have placed an 
emphasis on superficialities. This has caused gameplay to suffer. 
However, the established companies such as Square, Konami, 
and Capcom continue to create innovative, interesting games, so 
don’t give up hope. 

people often replace these words with a 
pronoun like "it." 

Racing And Wrasslin’ 
1. In the April 1999 issue, in the Monitor section, 
you had an article about a racing rpg called Racing 
Lagoon from Squaresoft. This game looked sweet 
Did it come out in Japan and not here in the states, 
or was it never completed? If it’s in Japan, can I 
import it? 

2. The May 2000 issue showcased WCW 2000 
for PS2. It hasn’t been reported on for a while, do 
you know if it will just be a port of Backstage 
Assault from PS1 with better graphics, or will it be 

Scott S„ ViperBMX@aol.com 

STEVE: 1. Racing Lagoon was released in 
Japan quite some time ago, but failed to 
garner any real gamer support. It just wasn’t 
that interesting of a game. Besides, the 
concept of highway car racing has been done 
a lot better in the Shoutoku Highway Battle 
series, as well as other games. Don't bother 

with it unless you must have every single 
Square title ever made. 

2. The PS2 version of WCW Backstage 
Assault is still being worked on up at EA 
Canada and seems to be coming along nicely. 
Expect it to be a lot better than the PS 
version of the game. 

Beef Ala Tokoya 
My beef is with Tokoya's review of FFIX. You said 
that the fighting system is not “improved''; that's 
B/S. Besides being a trade-mark of the FF games, 
they added the FF3/FF6 combat elements, throw, 
jump and, to be more "original”, they took out blitz 
and threw in a couple new options. Shame on you 
for not giving it a 10/10 score because it didn't 
have a new combat system. Square has a great 
combat system and is sticking with it The ability 
system only adds to the originality. For your pun¬ 
ishment, may you be dipped in salt and thrown to 
a stable of male horses. 

Mike Bassett, no address given 

TOKOYA: Although Square made some minor 
changes, they were, after all, only variations 
of things it has done before. I believe, as 
does the rest of the crew, that the fighting 
system is okay, but getting a bit TRITE. 
Perhaps if Square didn’t use a similar fighting 
interface in most of its RPGs, it would still 
feel a little fresh. Therefore, we feel that 
Square should do something drastically new. 

Disks And Drives 
I. How exactly will the drivers on the PS2 be 
upgraded? Will it be software that you have to 
buy? How much would this cost? 

2.1 heard of a new DVD remote coming out made 
by SONY When will this be coming out and how 
much would it cost? 

3. When is SONY planning to launch the Hard 
Disk Drive? What do you guys think it would cost? 
Would a USB keyboard and mouse be needed for 
going on the internet? 

J. B. Rogers, panterahed@juno.com 

Mega Man series, Chrono Trigger, 
Resident Evil 
Quote: “I understand it completely, 
grappled hopelessly with comprehen¬ 
sion, balanced on the edge of insanity 

for an eternity, a moment' 

► Johnathon Santiago, age 13 
BabivegetaOO@aol.com 
Favorite Genres: Any kind of game 
Favorite Games: Legend of Dragoon, 
DBZ Legends, DBZ Final Bout, DBZ 
Ultimate Battle 22, Legend of Legaia, 
SmackDown, Marvel Vs Capcom 1 5 2 

Quote: "I will not be surpassed by the 
likes of you Kakarrot, for I am Vegeta 
Saiyan Warrior Prince!” - Vegeta 

►James Vogt, age 14 
Stoncld305@A0L.com 
Favorite Genres: Action/Adventure, 
Survival Horror; Racing, Wrestling, and 
Skateboarding. 

Favorite Games: All Resident Evfs - 
Tomb Raider's, All Need For Speeik 
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater, GnndSessar M 
WWF Games, Metal Gear Son At 
Twisted Metals, Ridge Racer Retdktm. 
and Both Gran Turismo's 
Quote: “Don't like Resident Briartr-c 
Raider, why like video games at aP” 
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~«T- : ;od questions, J.B., and we've got 
an First off, it's looking like PS2’s 
■ t drivers (system, DVD, and 

y) will be upgraded 
n upcoming games 

» •■! be applied automatically) or, as in 
c icgrade discs offered through Sony. 
=e-rg the way things work in the U.S. 
■ ^tSng away for things is considered 
Bonded) we’d bet on the former 

ia> bbes indeed have its ownDVD remote 
w *52 r Japan. Unfortunately, it hasn’t 
■as anything about releasing it here. 
» arty hope it is, though, since it blows 
mm ai * the third-party jobs in terms of 
i«a-=. Sony also hasn’t confirmed release 
■e ts HDD unit in the States, although 
n — rg ike the drive will hit Japan by 
—_ -j nc. From what we've heard, it may 
* ■fcmi for free when signing up with 
mi - much vaporous) online service, 
■ <bows? Finally, you’d most likely be 
j» ■ 3-wvse the web with a regular con- 

anough using a keyboard and mouse 
mmm ae-Tatefy make it easier. 

m Your Head 
ifOErrg how if there is some way to dean 
MB or my PlayStation? Is it the same way 
Mac ne heads on your CD player ? 

i agurre, bigjoe1@mediaone.net 

TOMMY: Well, “Killa Bee," game consoles or 
CD players don’t really have "heads," or 
physical receptors, in the traditional sense 
that VCRs and record players do. Rather, the 
PlayStation uses a digital CD-ROM “reader;’ 
the assembly with the turqoise lens that 
transmits and receives light signals to render 
code. Contrary to popular belief, opening the 
PlayStation casing and blowing on the 
innards of the machine isn’t all that effective 
a cleaning method. There are discs with a 
soft brush on the underside designed to 
clean the lens assembly when spun with the 
PlayStation's CD player mode. But if your 
games are skipping, chances are that it’s 
because of normal wear and tear on the 
console or damage to the discs. Usually, the 
best way to keep your console running 
smoothly is to make sure that your discs 
don’t have scratches or dust on them. Be sure 
to store discs properly and to clean them 
with a soft cloth radiating from the center of 
the disc outward. 

Pop Coes The Team 
I have noticed that some members of the team 
like J-Pop. Do you think you guys would ever run 
a top 10 best J-Pop list in your magazine? 

E. Davila, Xentar22@aol.com 

STEVE: Probably not. We may like J-Pop, but 
most of our readers probably don't. Sorry... 

TECH TALK 
om 

I have owned my PS2 for about a month now. In the version screen 
where you can change the disc speed, there’s a option under one of the 
other listings for diagnosis on or off. What is this for? Does this mean it's 
possible to get a virus on it? If so, how would you get one? Gould it be 
transferred from a memory card or from online like a computer? Could 
this hurt the system? 

Troy Bevens, DIGSPACMAN@webtv.net 

STEVE: You know, when I first got my Japanese PS2,1 started to 
wonder what the diagnosis feature was, as well. However, it 
wasn’t until I got my U.S. unit and the english instructions that I 
figured it out. Basically, if you’re having problems watching DVD 
movies because the laser assembly is misaligned or some other 
reason, you need to switch Diagnosis “on". Then, the PS2 will 
attempt to detect what the problem is and try to fix it itself. 
Pretty cool, huh? I’m just not sure how well it works, though. 

* < 

ofegnos 

.INK-UP ► 

_afcaBHrtv99@hotmail.com 
■mmtm fcw: RPG, Action, Fighting 
bb* fwr Final Fantasy I/-IX, 
bbc Sarg Ovuno Cross, Metal Gear 

Solid, Tenchu, Street Fighter Alpha 3 
Quote: “I've come to chew bubble¬ 
gum, and kick ass. And I’m all out of 
bubble-gum; 

► Aldo Cotrina ,age 19 
larazaemlnore@aol.com 
Favorite Genres: horror survival, 
rpg,action/adventune, fighting. 

Favorite Games: FFVII, FFVIII, Legend 
of Dragoon, GT2, RE, Silent Hill, King of 
Fighters, Marvel vs Capcom, Metal Gear 
Solid". 
Quote: “you dont want it_Irl is not for 
everybody..you mess... 

► Zomanic, age 15 
Favorite Genres: RPGs, Wrestling, 

Anime, some fighting games are good 
Favorite Games: Xenogears, Fire Pro G, 
DBZ: Hyper Dimension, Marvel v.s. 
Capcom 
Quote: “Those who have laid eyes on a 
butterball turkey shall be spanked by a 
midget with a wet noodle; 
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LINK-UP ► 
►nark, age 13 
slimshadydareal@aol.com 
Favorite Genres: Rpgs 
Favorite Games: Chrono Cross, Final 
Fantasy 7, Final Fantasy 8,Xenogears, 

Grandia, Lunar SSSC, Final Fantny 9 
(import), Chrono Trigger, and both 
Parasite Eve's 
Quote: "If you can't climb a hill, stay the 
hell off my mountain" 

► David Aragon, age 13 
E-Mail: i_amjhe_one@juno.com 
Favorite Genres: RPG, Fighting 

Favorite Games: FF768, MGS VR 
Missions, Street Fighter Alpha 3, Tekken 
3, Twisted Metal 354, Star Wars Jedi 
Power Battles, Marvel vs. Capcom, 
Gauntlet Legends, Mega Man X4, 
Armored Core, every Pokemon game, 
and tons more... 
Quote: "I know kung fu” - Neo, from 
The Matrix 

►C. 0, age 16 
Favorite Genres: RPGs 
Favorite Games: FF3, FFZ Or: 
Trigger, Shadow Madness, MHd Mtrr, 
Chrono Cross, Star Ocean 2 
Quote: “Strength is the only dang Isa 
matters...everything else is an >«r if 
the weak" -Vegeta 

[3^ 



MARKETPLACE 
The place to buy, sell, or trade games, peripherals, 

_and anything else related to the PlayStation / 
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877-817-4397 
TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE ISSUE AT NO RISK! 

If you’re pleased with what you see, we'll send you 11 more 
(12 in all) for only $14.95. That’s a 75% savings off the newsstand rate. 
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RESET 
This issue's over, but another 
one is already on the way 

look for the latest info and screens of the hottest 

games, like lletal Gear Solid 2, Soul Reaver 2, Z.O.E. and tons more! 

THE BIGGEST GAMES - BUSTED WIDE OPEN! 

3 YEARS AGO IN PSM... 

MARCH, 1398 

□□A BOUNCES ON THE SCENE! 

We got a peek at Tokoya s list of strategy guides for next month, and it : 

got some real zingers. How about Fear Effect 2 and MDK2, for starters? 

APRIL FOOL’S SURPRISE 

Last year, we shocked the world with our game spoof Valkyrie Wilde. 

What will we do for an encore? Just you wait and see...:-) 

105 
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Media CA 94005 (or at psm@imaginemedia 

I Three years ago, Tecmo unveiled its first 
big PlayStation title, a little fighter by the 
name of Dead or Alive (maybe you've 
heard of it). While guys were going ga-ga 
over the game’s notoriously bouncy 
bustline, they were also working their way 
through Resident Evil 2. Sony's first Gran 

Turismo was only weeks away from 
release claiming the title of “Top Racer" 
on the PSone. Other cool games released 
that month were the first Bloody Roar, 
Namco’s wacky shooting game Point 
Blank, the hardcore favorite Final Fantasy 
Tactics, and the original Klonoa. It's fitting 
that Klonoa released exactly three years 
ago, since we've got great coverage of 
the sequel in this very issue. See how we 
tie it all together nicely? 
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REAL COMBAT. PLASTIC MEN. 

Not even an SPF 200 can save 
their tan hides now! CAPTAIN 
BLADE LEADS THE RAID in the 
most intense, hyper-fast helicopter 
action game flyin'! 

With your lethal arsenal of 
pyrotechnic weaponry, you'll be 
fryin' some serious plastic butt. 

READY OR NOT... 
HERE THEY COME! 

3D0 
www.armymen.com 
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